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FOREWORD 

THE WORCESTER HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

Founded 1875 

The purpose of this Society is to gather, preserve, and display for 
public benefit, historical material of all kinds, especially that relating 
to Worcester City and County. 

In its Library may be found all the local histories available, and 
every effort is made to secure, preserve, and catalogue all articles 
dealing with any phase of Worcester history. Here will be found 
works by local authors, a well-organized collection of more than 
twenty thousand manuscripts, maps, broadsides, newspapers, and 
articles of historic interest. Much of this material is unique, of great 
importance, and irreplaceable. 

The Museum supplements the Library in its collections, which 
contain thousands of objects and pictures of historical significance. 
Not a few are of general interest but, naturally, emphasis has been 
placed on what concerns Worcester especially, inventions, drawings, 
sketches, tools, toys, clothing, ornaments, home utensils, heirlooms, 
works of domestic utility, decoration, art, and education from 
earliest times. And many of the articles in this Museum connote 
important steps in the progress of City and County, refer to disas
ters, bring back to modern times what our ancestors did, believed, 
hoped, to what they aspired, what they accomplished and, in many 
instances, what they attempted and failed to accomplish. Thus 
Museum and Library mark in definite steps the growth and devel
opment of City and County in influence, in population, in aspira
tion, in actual accomplishment. 

The resources of the Museum and Library are in constant use, not 
only by the students of all grades in our local schools as well as those 
in the County, but by investigators from outside whose researches 
lead them hither. And the officers of the Society, together with the 
members of the staff, aim ever to cooperate to the limit in furthering 
the efforts of those who seek aid in the resources of the collections, 
always emphasizing, so far as they may, those lessons of fair play, of 
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forbearance, of mutual assistance and cooperation that have made 
not only our City and County great and prosperous but have con
tributed to the marvelous development of our nation. 

The Society is supported by membership dues and the income 
from a comparatively small endowment fund. Receipts from these 
two sources always fall far short of meeting the increasing needs 
felt by the Society, needs which each year become more pressing. 
A strong appeal is made to all who are interested in helping this 
valuable work by taking out membership in the Society, by pre
senting to its Library or Museum, gifts of historical interest, or 
by gifts of money. And such members and donors may rest assured 
that their membership and gifts will count much in helping for 
future generations a most valuable work. 

Gifts by will may be made in the following form: 

I give the sum of .. . ............... . Dollars to the Worcester 
Historical Society, of Worcester, Massachusetts. 
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REPORT OF THE TREASURER 

To the Members of the Worcester Historical Society: 

The Treasurer respectfully submits his report as of May 31, 1946. 
The total income for the year amounted to $3,341.86-a small 

increase over the previous year. Expenses amounted to $2,330.38, 
which is about $50Cl less than last year, so that the income exceeded 
the expenses by over $1,000. Income to the Society from the 
Jeanie L. Southwick Estate amounted to $610.19. The invest
ment income amounted to $1,716.92, which is nearly as great as 
last year. Membership dues increased $53 to a total of $810. 
Expenses have been kept very low and there were no extraordinary 
repairs to be made during the year. 

The customary check for $100, which was given to us by the 
Hester N. Wetherell Estate, was gratefully received. 

We were also happy to receive a gift of $100 from John W. 
Higgins, which was credited to the Building Fund. 

We appreciate very much the fine work that Miss Mary Gould 
has been doing in obtaining new members for the Society. This 
is, of course, a source of income. It is our hope that the permanent 
funds of the Society can be increased. The usefulness of the Society 
is hampered because of the size of its endowment fund. 

Respectfully submitted, 

DWIGHT s. PIERCE, 

Treasurer 
June 11, 1946 
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REPORT OF MUSEUM ACTIVITIES 

While an organization such as ours may not have anything 
startling to report in the way of changes from year to year, it can 
truly be said of it that, like the proverbial well water, it would 
be sadly missed if its rich resources for information regarding the 
past were to be cut off from public use. Standing in Armory 
Square almost overshadowed by other public buildings, with no 
flaunting posters to attract attention, thousands pass it daily, 
never dreaming that within its walls are to be found rare relics 
of the past, as well as information regarding their own ancestors 
if they cared to inquire. 

There have been some 1,700 visitors to the Museum during the 
year. A good many are school children who come in connection 
with their study of colonial history. One public school teacher 
sent her pupils down in relays of five or six to see such of our ex
hibits as had to do with the various phases of their study of colonial 
history, namely, home life, food, clothing, religion, etc. After
wards those children, under the direction of their teacher, and 
based on what they had seen at the Museum, worked out a project 
in their schoolroom consisting of posters and pictures which they 
themselves had gathered illustrating their study. This beginning 
may lead to better cooperation with the public schools as the School 
Department has promised to furnish us with copies of the history 
courses of study in the various grades. With these in hand, we 
shall be able to supplement by visual education their school studies. 

The Society held three meetings during the year. On December 
16, Mrs. Esther Forbes gave us a talk on history and the writers 
of the historical novel. On March 14, Col. R. L. Whipple talked 
to a goodly audience on the Battle of Gettysburg and Worcester's 
part in it. At the annual meeting in June, the officers for the 
ensuing year were elected, some changes in the by-laws were 
voted on and approved, and the four papers appearing in this 
pamphlet were read. 

A drive for new members resulted in the Society's acquiring 
some thirty additions to the list of members. The drive is still \ 
going on, in fact, has really just begun, and we intend to bring 
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the Society to the attention of many of our citizens who hardly 
know that we exist. 

The work of collecting all kinds of historical material, books, 
manuscript and newspaper clippings, continues. Our file of news
paper clippings of historical interest becomes more and more 
valuable as time goes on. Another phase of the work is the reply
ing to innumerable letters of inquiry concerning Worcester an
cestors. These inquiries come from all parts of the country. 
And, of course, the two assistants are at all times on hand to guide 
vfaitors about the Museum. 

To the Museum have been added some noteworthy accessions. 
One is a toddy tumbler which matches a smaller tumbler we 
already had that is said to be Stiegel glass. Another interesting 
item is the model of a rocker, one arm of which can be extended 
with a railing to hold a baby while the mother sits at the other 
end. This was accompanied by the patent for it, dated 1850. 
We also received a chest said to have been brought to this country 
by the ancestors of Nehemiah Pearson, of Sterling. He was born 
in 1789; this would date the chest back to the seventeenth century. 
We have been given for preservation the bust of George Crompton, 
1829-1886, who was the model for the sailor on the Soldiers' Mon
ument on the Common. To our manuscript collection has been 
added the diary of Mr. George E. Wire, former law librarian. 
This diary extends over a period of fifty years or more. These 
are being carefully indexed and labeled and made accessible to 
the public; and the deep appreciation of those who do come in to 
avail themselves of these services given free is testimony of the 
usefulness of our organization. 

KATHERINE REID, 

General Assistant 

The four papers following were read at the Historical Society 
Meeting on June 14, 1946. 
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ZELOTES W. COOMBS 

BY GEORGE R. STOBBS, President 

Few men of this community have contributed as much to its 
civic life and its various activities as the subject of this biographical 
sketch. 

Zelotes W. Coombs was born in Wrentham, Massachusetts, on 
June 8, 1865. His family moved to Worcester when he was six 
years old and he was educated in the public schools of this city 
and later at Amherst College, where he was graduated in the Class 
of 1888. After two years of teaching at Brooklyn Polytechnic 
Institute and at the University of Virginia, Professor Coombs 
came to Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1890 as an instructor 
in English and as clerk to the president. He spent the year 1894- 95 
as a student at the University of Berlin, returning to Worcester 
Polytechnic Institute to become assistant professor of modern 
languages. In 1901 he became professor of French and later was 
appointed professor and head of the English department, which 
position he held for twenty-five years until his retirement. He 
served also as secretary of the faculty for twenty-seven years 
and for twenty-one years was dean of admissions. In 1937 he 
retired from active teaching and became dean emeritus. During 
the summer of 1901, he studied at the Sorbonne in Paris, and in 
1895 received the degree of Master of Arts from Amherst College, 
and in 1943 the degree of Doctor of Science from Worcester Poly
technic Institute. 

Such was the professional career and such were the honors 
bestowed upon Dr. Coombs in appreciation of his achievements 
in the field of education. 

For one, however, with his active mind and apparently un
limited energy and broad humanitarian outlook, it was impossible 
to confine interests and activities strictly to professional duties. 
Service to his community in a broader field made an appeal which 
to a man of his caliber was irresistible. 

As a member of the School Committee, as one of the trustees 
of its Public Library Board, of which he was at one time president, 
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as a delegate to the Massachusetts Constitutional Convention 
and clerk of its Committee on Education, as one of the commis
sioners of Hope Cemetery, he rendered outstanding service to 
his city and its citizenry. 

In addition to these public offices he became affiliated with 
various literary and educational societies. For years he was a 
member of the Worcester Historical Society, serving as its pres
ident for several terms, and at all times taking a profound interest 
in everything which pertained to the welfare of that organization. 
For years he was a member and twice president of the Worcester 
Shakespeare Club, and was constant in his attendance and most 
active in his participation in its meetings. Other organizations 
with which he was affiliated were the Massachusetts School Masters 
Club, the Bay State Historical League, Worcester Art Museum, 
Educational Advisory Council of the Y.M.C.A., Worcester Branch 
of the Foreign Policy Association, and the Massachusetts Repub
lican Club, and an honorary member of the Worcester Kiwanis 
Club. He valued his membership in this latter organization very 
highly and was one of its most respected and revered members. 
He was also vice-president of the Massachusetts Tercentenary 
Conference and at one time served on the Alumni Council of 
Amherst College. 

His latest public service was as a member of one of the Selective 
Service Boards of Worcester, acting as its secretary. No member 
of any such Board, wherever located, performed his duties more 
conscientiously and took greater interest in the men selected for 
service than Professor Coombs. With one exception, and that 
was upon the insistence of his physician, no matter what the hour 
or the state of the weather might be, he never failed to be on hand 
at the time of departure of the draftees of his Board to their place 
of destination and to extend to them his best wishes for their 
welfare and a successful home coming. 

On the personal side was his love of the outdoors. For years he 
owned a tract of land in Auburn upon which he cultivated and 
maintained a garden, and some of the happiest days of his life 
were spent in · that connection. He loved exercise and delighted 
in walking between his home and the Institute while he was on its 
teaching staff. 

But it was as a speaker upon subjects dealing with local history 
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that Professor Coombs was best known to the people of this com
munity during the last few years of his life. His response to re
quests to address various groups and organizations in this field 
was always most generous and deeply appreciated. He was known 
throughout the whole of Worcester County as an outstanding 
authority on anything which pertained to the local history of any 
of its cities and towns and was in great demand for any occasion 
which held historical significance. Some of these addresses given 
at the meetings of the Worcester Historical Society have been 
included in its publications. "The Blackstone Canal" and "The 
Blast Furnace" were the titles of two of the best known of these. 
Quite recently he was requested by the City Government of 
Worcester to write a history of the Worcester Common. This 
was published in pamphlet form and made available to the citizens 
of this community. 

For years he was a vestryman at St. Mark's Church in this city 
and for sometime was precentor of its music and acted also as 
lay reader. In his latter years he attended All Saints. During his 
whole life, he was a most devout churchman. 

Professor Coombs was essentially a good citizen, with all that 
that word implies. He loved his work-his city-his church-and 
his fellow man. Loyalty was the keynote of his character-loyalty 
to his family, his church, his profession, and to the causes to which 
he pledged allegiance. His sturdy New England background was 
a foundation upon which he built a life of interest in all things civic 
and cultural. His passing will be universally regretted. His place 
in this community will be most difficult to fill. 
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JEANIE LEA SOUTHWICK 

BY Miss ANNA T. MARBLE 

Concerning Jeanie Lea Southwick, by whose will this Society 
has received substantial benefits, I am to have the privilege of 
saying a few words this evening. My qualifications for this pleas
ant duty are that Miss Southwick was a friend of my mother from 
early childhood and that, for my own part, I knew and admired 
Miss Southwick. To me Miss Southwick was a woman of strong 
personality; she was herself. It is on her personality that I wish 
to lay stress. 

The facts of her life, probably familiar to you all, are these: 
She was born in Worcester in 1853; she died here in her ninetieth 
year. She was an artist. She studied art at the Boston Art Mu
seum, at the Metropolitan Art Museum, with private tutors, at 
the Atelier Carmine in Paris, with James M. Whistler. She was 
one of the first art instructors in the Worcester public schools. 
She was one of the incorporators of the Worcester Art Museum 
and was on its committee of instruction. She exhibited her pic
tures in many places, among them in New York in the eighties, 
and, by special invitation, at the art exhibition in honor of Emperor 
Hirohito's coronation, and again in Japan in 1922. She was a 
traveler in Europe, the United States, and the Orient. She was 
interested in many clubs and societies. 

Miss Southwick was a sociable person. She was interested in 
games and parties, especially those of an original nature. I was 
told that as a child she invented an "egg game," which was played 
at her grandfather's house on Nobility Hill, now the site of the 
Boston Store, but then occupied by houses with barns and large 
grounds. The "game" consisted in each little girl's finding an 
egg, putting it in her pocket, and then rushing at another little 
girl to see whose egg was broken. As a child I attended a "shovel 
and tongs" party at her house. We wondered, of course, what 
kind of party it would be. We discovered it was "shovel and 
tongs" because there was no "poker"; but there was everything 
else--guessing games, twenty questions, observation, charades-
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and delicious refreshments. When Miss Southwick was invited 
to a party, she always came provided with ideas for entertainment, 
many of them invented for the occasion; she never was just a 
spectator. 

Another game in which she was interested was bridge. She 
was one of the early bridge players in Worcester, and also one of 
the early teachers of bridge. Her methods of teaching were clear 
and original. Miss Southwick was an excellent bridge player, but 
she played a somewhat personalized game. After she became 
deaf, she said her bidding improved as her trained artist's eye 
watched the faces of partner and opponents, unashamedly, for 
clues. However, in connection with playing bridge for money, 
she told the following story : When she found that her favorite 
bridge-playing friends were playing for money, she put into a 
special purse the amount of money that she would probably have 
spent during the winter for prizes; the purse was never empty, 
but it was, she said, never too heavy to carry, although she was 
considered a consistently lucky player. 

Two clubs with which Miss Southwick was connected were 
the Garden Club and the Shakespeare Club. To the latter club 
she was .a great addition as she had a beautiful reading voice and 
a deep love for the best in literature. Her quick, kindly though 
pungent wit added greatly to the meetings. In spite of her deaf
ness, very little escaped her ear trumpet, and she never hesitated 
to make appropriate comments. 

Miss Southwick's greatest interest was art. She taught in the 
public schools as well as having private pupils. One of her private 
pupils remembers that, after several lessons, Miss Southwick said, 
"You don't need any more lessons. You'll never learn to draw." 
She did not palter with the truth. She enjoyed her work in the 
public schools, but lost her position through the political machina
tions of a member of the School Committee. During this time, 
there was, I gather, spirited verbal warfare between Miss South
wick and her enemy. I can see her now in a grey-green dress, a 
largish hat with an Italian coque plume waving on it, retailing 
with energy, wit, and humor the latest reports of her campaign 
against political corruption. 

As you know, she went to Japan twice, being obliged to stay 
there during World War I because of lack of transportation. As 
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she became short of money because of war difficulties, she lived 
in native inns although she spoke no Japanese. She said that, 
since she could draw a picture of almost anything she wanted, she 
had no trouble in getting what she wanted, except in the cases 
of salt and sugar. For them she had to make appropriate grimaces. 

Besides her travels in Japan, she traveled extensively in this 
country. As a member of the Woman's Rest Tour Association 
she followed the suggestions for hotels in their manual, besides 
contributing regularly to their hotel list. She told me that she 
specialized in second-class hotels suitable for ladies traveling alone. 
When she was well over eighty she made a long tour of the small 
art museums of the country to discover which museums would 
really appreciate her art treasures. She traveled by day coach or 
tourist sleeper, stopping entirely at desirable second-class hotels. 

Many of her summers were spent in Nantucket instead of 
traveling. She had family connections with the Nantucket Folgers. 
The Roberts House, now a hotel, was originally a family mansion. 
She owned property on the Island, chiefly small stores. Since 
she knew all her tenants personally, it was great fun to go shopping 
with her as one heard a different side of Island life, and, may I 
say, secured real bargains in Oriental rugs, etc. 

As to religious affiliations, in childhood she attended Friends 
Meeting. She always declared that she had been "disowned" 
by the Society for attending the Unitarian Church; however, she 
explained that, as she had never "disowned" the Society, she was 
still a Friend. 

Her home, where she lived with her mother and an "old re
tainer," should be mentioned. Although next to Dix Street School, 
in a not too gentle neighborhood, her flowers were unpicked, her 
windows unbroken. The house stands near the street with the 
garden in back. Originally there was a barn, later turned into a 
studio, which, alas, was burned with many of her treasures. Both 
house and garden meant a great deal to Miss Southwick. The 
house had several rooms on'. the ground floor, full of interesting 
things-family antiques and objects acquired on her travels. 
Each object had its story, which she could be persuaded to tell. 
The dining room had a beautiful view of the garden. Here were 
dispensed interesting foods and drinks, sometimes with a Japanese 
setting, or an Italian setting, or a Victorian setting, or an American 
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colonial setting. Miss Southwick was frequently dressed to suit 
the setting. I remember a garden party when the wisteria was in 
bloom, and Miss Southwick in a gorgeous Japanese costume 
served Japanese refreshments. There were always a connection 
and an appropriateness between the type of party and the viands, 
and the viands were always delicious. 

After this description of her home, I ask you to think of Miss 
Southwick as she looked in her later life. She wore rather large 
hats; she wore jewelry of various kinds, inherited or bought on 
her travels. I remember especially a star sapphire from Ceylon, 
coral and butterfly-wing jewelry from Japan, amethysts in elab
orate, old-fashioned settings. She was also fond of scarves and 
shawls. I must not forget the ear trumpet which she put on her 
head in the house. She always looked like an interesting woman. 

Such was Miss Southwick-social being, traveler, wit, artist-a 
real personality, awake, alive, kindly, clear-seeing, a woman to be 
respected, admired, remembered. 
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CHARLES TAYLOR TATMAN, 1871-1945 

AN APPRECIATION 

BY ROBERT K. SHA w 

Among his many substantial and enduring qualities, which won 
for Charles Tatman an enviable position in his native city, during 
a long and useful life of almost exactly 74 years, may be men
tioned a deep seated love and respect for Worcester (her history, 
people, and institutions); an honest devotion to his well chosen 
profession of the law; a willingness to perform hard work (both 
mental and manual) on an intelligent plane; an inquiring mind, 
leading him to enjoy many worth-while avocations; an enthusiasm 
for travel at home and especially abroad; a keen appreciation of 
the nobler things of life and a zealous devotion to their pursuit; 
a cultivation of several highly rewarding hobbies; a staunch loyalty 
to a hosi of friends, in and out of Worcester; and a splendid capacity 
for friendship, joined to a rare and ubiquitous sense of humor, 
which resulted, after all, in not taking himself too seriously. 

Charles Taylor Tatman was born in Worcester December 16, 
1871, at 40 Chatham Street, the home of his father, R. James 
Tatman, a prosperous fire insurance broker, and his mother, Susan 
Maria (Taylor) Tatman, of Northbridge. His immigrant ancestor, 
John Tatman or Totman (a corruption of the place name Totten
ham), arrived in America on the ship "Lion" in 1632 and settled 
in Roxbury; a later forebear, Jabez Tatman, moved to Worcester 
in 1737 and married Sally Gookin, great-granddaughter of the 
famous Major General Daniel. Charles always prided himself, 
without boasting, of his lineal descent from this redoubtable 
Daniel Gookin, well known to all students of our local history as 
one of the three original proprietors of our fair city during the 
last quarter of the seventeenth century. 

Charles attended the Winslow Street school and, in due time, 
passed on to the high school (the only one then in existence) 
occupying the old building of the present Commerce High, grad
uating in 1889 as president of his class. As a boy he spent many 
happy spare hours rummaging in the library of the American 
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Antiquarian Society in the old building at Lincoln Square, where 
the late genial Edmund Mills Barton, always generous in ready 
aid to both regular and irregular patrons, exercised a mild and 
benevolent sway. Entering Worcester Tech with the class of 
1893, he decided, after two years, to change to the study of law, 
and so moved to Cambridge, where he remained three years, and 
was graduated LL.B. from the Harvard Law School in the class 
of 1894. 

Another admirable quality of Charles Tatman, not listed in 
my incomplete catalog, was that of good mixer, so that his early 
entrance into political life was hardly a surprise to family or 
friends. Before completing his twenty-seventh year he had been 
elected chairman of the Republican City Committee, and in 1899 
and 1900 was a duly elected member of our Great and General 
Court. In 1906 he represented the old Ward 8 in the local Board of 
Aldermen. Before the close of World War I, in 1918, Massachu
setts voted to hold a convention to revise the state constitution, and 
to this important body Charles was chosen delegate-at-large, a 
post of considerable responsibility, imposing many dull and dreary 
duties, and protracted over many months. 

Military affairs also claimed some of his not too ardent devotion, 
and from 1894 to 1897 he was enrolled as a member of Company H 
2d Regiment, M.V.M. Inheriting from his father, and developing 
on his own account, a lively interest in the business affairs of the 
city, he served as president of the Chamber of Commerce (then 
the Board of Trade) from 1909 to 1911. An excellent portrait, as 
he appeared thirty-five years ago, may be seen, with those of his 
associates, hanging on the walls of the Directors' room. The 
latter year saw also the beginnings of the Bancroft Hotel, in whose 
financing, construction, and early management Charles took an 
important and essential share. 

Another civic service was as delegate to the five successive peace 
conferences at Lake Mohonk, N. Y., from 1908 to 1912, at which 
he and Mrs. Tatman enjoyed to the full the beauty of the setting 
and the distinction of the meetings. At home, among professional 
honors, he received the highest that his brethren of this area could 
offer him: the presidency of the Worcester County Bar Association. 

Far afield from the law, yet germane to his inquiring mind, was 
his interest in coin collecting. As far back as 1891, before coming 
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of age, he became one of the founders of the American Numismatic 
Association; contributed several monographs of importance to 
their collections, and in 1893 was made honorary correspondent 
of the New York Numismatic Society for his discovery of the 
authorization, from the legal standpoint, for the issue of coinage 
by the colony of Virginia. 

The dynamic personality of Edgar Allan Poe attracted his close 
attention, almost from boyhood. He early. became definitely a 
collector and local authority on Poe, assembling many valuable 
items of which the most important was the original daguerreotype 
from which Poe's best portrait (according to competent authority) 
has been made. As a result of this engrossing hobby, he spent 
much time corresponding with Poe enthusiasts all over the world. 

If travel is as educational as a college course, then Charles Tat
man would have qualified for a Ph.D. at the least. In the happy 
and fortunate companionship of his wife, he made several long 
journeys abroad, including service as delegate to Rotary Inter
national at Ostend, and the International Chamber of Commerce 
at Stockholm. Other presidencies showered on him were: Alliance 
Fran<;aise, Rotary and Economic clubs and the Laymen's League 
of the First Unitarian Church. To the Board of Public Library 
Directors Charles was elected, by the City Council, for the regular 
six-year term, beginning January 1, 1907. The interest which 
he showed in this new job was little short of terrific, far transcend
ing the requirements of that office. His vote was always recorded 
definitely on the side of the square deal for the Library's 23,000 
patrons (figures of 1912), and he specifically rendered to this writer 
an inestimable service (personal and professional) which could 
never be repaid, and on which, unfortunately, it is impossible this 
evening to enlarge. He was graduated with honor, as usual, 
serving as president (under most trying circumstances) in 1911. 

It was at this Society's meeting of December 2, 1913, that 
Charles was chosen president for that fateful year of 1914 that 
saw the beginning of World War I. He succeeded the late James 
Green, younger brother of Librarian Samuel Swett Green, a modest 
gentleman of wide culture, well versed in the local history of his 
native city. The first meeting at which our friend presided was 
fortunately well attended, the secretary recording "about 7 5" to 
listen to Professor Coombs, on the late (very late) Blackstone 
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Canal. Incidentally, the average attendance during many years 
at this period was most discouraging to the officers and truly dis
graceful to the membership at large: six, eight, nineteen, seventeen, 
or other negligible number being regularly recorded at the monthly 
meetings. 

The president's inaugural address, as it may fairly be called, 
was read to a niggardly group of fourteen, at the February meeting. 
This inaugural was truly a masterly document, reviewing the entire 
field of local history and offering eleven constructive recommenda
tions for advancing the work of this Society. These included: closer 
cooperation with the American Antiquarian Society (including 
change of name, if necessary, from the Society to Antiquity); pro
motion of the Museum from the basement to Salisbury Hall, and 
demotion of the alleged Library (chaotic and uncatalogued) to 
the basement; a proper card catalog for our important collections 
in local history and genealogy; and an ambitious drive to double 
the membership of our organization. 

At the March meeting the president was reported as indisposed 
and unable to be present (the only meeting he missed during his 
term of incumbency). The address of the evening was given by 
that veteran archivist, so pleasantly remembered by all of us 
old-timers, Charles H. Lincoln, late of the L. C. staff. His topic 
was "The Indian and the New Englander." On April 7 only eight 
persons were present, including two visitors. The librarian, Ellery 
B. Crane, read a paper on John Milton Earle and later another on 
Mander A. Maynard, recently deceased. April's low record was 
topped by May, when only six members were present. Charles 
A. Burleigh spoke on "Some Worcester Street Names." That 
such competent antiquaries as Messrs. Lincoln, Crane, and Bur
leigh should be neglected, in three successive meetings, by so strong 
a majority of active members, seems-well, just too bad! But 
why continue to rehearse thus the dismal record through June, 
September, and October? 

Due to a change in the constitution, the new president was 
inducted in October instead of January, so that Charles Tatman 
held office during only ten months. In this short time, however, 
he made his influence felt definitely as a wise and competent helms
man for our over-fragile ship of state. In spite of the heaviest 
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pressure exerted from all possible sources, he was firm as adamant 
as to a second term. 

In conclusion, let it be said that Charles Tatman's ten trips 
abroad with Mrs. Tatman (in whose intellectual companionship 
he always found completest enjoyment) from 1903 to 1941, in 
the course of which they visited all the important countries of 
Europe, together with Mexico, Central, and the northern regions 
of South America, helped to make him a perfect cosmopolite, an 
ever genial companion, and a man of widest culture and sympathy. 
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"EARLY WORCESTER CATTLE SHOWS" 

BY CHANDLER BULLOCK 

This is the annual meeting today. We have had some very 
interesting reports of progress under the excellent administration 
of my friend, George Stobbs, our president. We have listened to 
some exceedingly well written and well delivered obituaries of 
some of our recently deceased members. George Stobbs has asked 
me to read a paper and I am glad to contribute my mite to this 
Society. 

Worcester Cattle Shows, as all agricultural fairs, makes a large 
subject with many angles. My time being limited I will confine 
my remarks this evening merely to the very early meetings of the 
Worcester Agricultural Society, which was subsequently called 
the Worcester County Agricultural Society. 

We should remember that in the earlier part of the last century 
Worcester was the country shire town in an agricultural county. 
Even Worcester in those days of 1800 to 1830 was not much bigger 
than Brookfield or Lancaster was then. The United States Census 
of 1820 gives Worcester's population as 3,029, not as large as 
Holden today. The Industrial Age of Worcester did not begin 
until the 1830's when the first railroads started to lay their iron 
bands to Worcester. (The early railroad rails were of iron not of 
steel as today.) In brief, we should remember that agriculture and 
farming were just as vital to the prosperity of Worcester then as 
is its industry today. 

To further show that Worcester itself was a small agricultural 
town where mostly everybody, even along Main Street, kept 
cattle or horses or mules, which were apt to roam about the streets, 
the selectmen of Worcester in the first thirty years of the last 
century passed every year this ordinance: 

"Voted that Neat Cattle, Horses and Mules have no liberty 
to go at large the Current year unless they be milch cows and then 
to have liberty to go at large only from the first of May to the first 
of November in the Day-Time but excluded in the Night-Time." 

It would have been indeed disconcerting on a dark night on the 
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then town streets (feebly illuminated by I don't know what) to 
bump into a wandering cow. 

This is a local historical society and so let us confine our subject 
to cattle shows held here in this town. All the reports and addresses 
in the original form as printed are in our library here and at the 
American Antiquarian Society, and many of them in our Public 
Library. As I have said there is no time tonight for one to go into 
the lengthy history of our Agricultural Society, which began in 
1818 and ended fifteen years or so ago, ultimately, as the "New 
England Fair" out in the North Worcester location. 

The first president of this Society was Levi Lincoln, duly elected 
at its formation in 1818. He was attorney general in Thomas 
Jefferson's cabinet. Levi Lincoln, Jr., was elected as corresponding 
secretary in 1818. Some nepotism there. On the death of his 
father in 1820, the latter became president and remained as such 
until 1853, thirty-three years in this office. Some men in those 
days hugged office longer than we do today. Daniel Waldo and 
Thomas W. Ward were the first vice-presidents. Theophilus 
Wheeler was treasurer, and Edward D. Bangs, recording secretary. 

The first report shows that the members numbered approxi
mately 550 and every town in the county was reported in the 
membership. They paid for their membership $5 each, which 
then in pure purchasing power was equivalent to what $20 or more 
would be today. 

The first exhibit of the Society, and the organized first cattle 
show and fair ever held in Worcester, was held on the Common, 
Thursday, October 7, 1819. Our weekly newspapers of the day, 
the Massachusetts Spy and the A egis (newspapers were only pub
lished weekly then), realized the great importance of the event. 
They were very enthusiastic concerning it, and devoted much 
space in their columns, not only to the day of the official fair, but 
to the preparations therefor. 

In its weekly issue of Wednesday, October 13, 1819, the next 
issue after the show, the Spy devoted five and one-half of its total 
twenty columns to a description of the cattle show. This con
temporary report fairly bubbled over with editorial and 
reportorial enthusiasm. I will merely quote one phrase: 

"A spirit of improvement has gone abroad, and is crowning 
every hill-top and cheering every valley with its magick influences." 
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It is interesting to note that the word "magick" seemed to be 
emphasized by attaching a final letter "k" in those bygone spelling 
days. 

All during the summer of 1819, the Spy and the Aegis informed 
their readers of the progress of the preparations being made for 
the great event, this first real cattle show ever held in Worcester. 
A working committee was composed of Daniel Waldo, Theophilus 
Wheeler, Daniel Denny, Levi Lincoln, and Edward D. Bangs. 
The state legislature, in order to promote interest in agriculture, 
offered to devote a certain sum of money towards prizes to each 
county which would establish an association with a membership 
of 500. The amount of money contributed by the state to the 
Worcester County Society was $200 and was later increased to $600. 

All during the summer of 1819 the Fair's committees were busy, 
and doubtless perspiringly so, and early in the month of October 
small boys began gathering around the Common to see the animal 
pens being erected log by log, and then the animals being led into 
them-the bulls, of course, attracting most of their attention. It 
was just as much fun as we latter-day boys had in watching a 
circus come into town. 

Along the Front Street side were four rows of pens of thirty 
pens each for the exhibition of cattle, both feed cattle and "milch" 
cattle (cows in milk then so called), and, of course, all kinds of 
swine and sheep and horses. There were many sheep in Worcester 
County in those days, far more sheep than today. Much of the 
rest of the Common which was not occupied by the Burying Ground 
and other edifices was given over for booths. Also across Front 
Street to the north of the Common, just west of what is now Com
mercial Street was then an open space extending to Mechanic 
Street. And this space was all filled with stands for the sale of 
ginger beer, cakes, pies, sweet cider, and the like; and so that, we 
may surmise, was the section where the small boys and girls got 
their little stomachaches, which Mother had to dose for. (We 
may guess the repulsive oily liquid which Mother administered.) 

Before we go any farther in describing from the early records 
these scenes of the first fair on the Common, let us note what the 
Common was then used for in addition to all this paraphenalia 
and plant of a cattle show. 

We all believe today in the sacredness of an unspoiled, unlittered 
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Common. However, at the time of this first cattle show the Com
mon was used in ways that would not be tolerated today. For 
instance, on the Main Street side, as you know, was the Old South 
Church as well as the Town Hall. There were three ways which 
were really roads, for they were used as such, running directly 
across the Common: two diagonal at full length from corner to 
corner, and one straight across, north and south, behind the Old 
South Church and Town Hall. Also there was the old Burying 
Ground with its stone walls which occupied nearly a quarter of 
the Common on the east side bordering on what is called on the 
old maps the Baptist Hill (which is now Salem Square). Also 
then standing on the Common was the building of the Hook-and
Ladder Volunteer Fire Department, the gun-house of the Militia 
Artillery Company, and the hearse house. Then there was also 
on the Common the old school building on the east side near the 
corner of Salem Square and Franklin Street. It was a one-story 
building and had a cupola bell. It was built in 1800 and remained 
on the Common for many years. (See the diagram of the Common 
and Adjacent Streets as of 1839-43 in Volume 6 of the "Records" 
of our own Worcester Society of Antiquity, now this organization.) 

Moreover, the early enthusiasm for the cattle show and fair 
was such that the then selectmen voted that the Worcester Agri
cultural Society might erect a building 60 by 40 feet on the Common 
to house their products of the fields and orchards. However, this 
license was never taken advantage of by the Agricultural Society. 

Now let us return to this first cattle show and fair as described 
by the two newspapers of that time. I will now quote some from 
the columns of these worthy newspapers of Worcester in that year, 
1819. 

As previously stated all during the summer of 1819, the Spy 
and the Aegis informed their readers of the progress of the prepara
tions being made for the cattle show by a committee composed of 
Daniel Waldo, Theophilus Wheeler, Nathaniel Denny, Levi Lin
coln, and Edward Bangs. 

"The animals were assigned to rows of thirty pens each, with a 
wide aisle between them, and all their owners led them there well 
before nine o'clock. The judges went around and made their 
decisions as rapidly as they could. At eleven o'clock the Common 
was deserted save for the unconscious contestants, while more 
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than two thousand people met in the Old South Meeting-house 
for a formal opening of the show." 

(Is it possible that even the newspapers of that period occa
sionally exaggerated numbers a bit?) 

"A prayer was offered by Rev. Doct. Bancroft, and the Address 
of the Hon. Levi Lincoln was such as the distinguished talents of 
the orator and the importance of the occasion warranted us to 
expect. . . . He depicted in glowing but correct colors the many 
advantages natural and acquired of New England." 

I will quote again from the news reports of the period: 
"As the crowd left the Meeting-House, it formed into a proces

sion and 'led by a band of musick [there is that old terminal "k" 
again] belonging to the 1st Brigade 7th Division, who volunteered 
their services at the request of Brigadier General, Thomas Cham
berlain,' it encircled the pens in a gala march. Groups were then 
formed and tours of inspection and criticism began." 

"The animals, of course, claimed the greatest attention. But 
there were many who lingered before the exhibit of broadcloth 
and carpeting entered by a weaving company and by many in
dividuals.'' 

Skeins of tow yarn "spun on a great wheel by a lady of W orces
ter" are given mention in the account, which was no doubt pre
pared by the Society's secretary, as both the Spy and the Aegis 
contain it. We are left wondering exactly who this most interesting 
lady was who operated "the great wheel." 

Among the inventions and improved devices described by the 
papers of the period were "a turnip slicer, a drilling machine, a 
garden rake with a double row of teeth, a Skotch churn, and a straw 
cutter." 

There were also presented a great variety of vegetables of most 
extraordinary size, among which were seven Swedish turnips or 
rutabaga of the average weight of ten pounds each; from a field 
of a quarter of an acre, in which were growing many of equal size, 
by Hon. Levi Lincoln, Jr., of Worcester; a winter squash, weighing 
one hundred and twenty-six pounds, by Mr. Aaron Rogers of 
Holden; a remarkably large summer squash and a cucumber by 
Hon. Daniel Waldo of Worcester; a very large winter squash by 
Edward D . Bangs, measuring in length three feet four inches; 
and a monstrous pumpkin by Ward N. Boylston. Can our farmers, 
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our horticulturists, or members of our garden clubs of today equal 
such astonishing records? 

The members of the association had a dinner at Eager's Hotel, 
and in the afternoon fifteen yoke of oxen were put to a test on 
Baptist Hill, now Salem Square, "to try their strength and docility 
and the perfectly good management of their drivers." First they 
were fastened in single yoke to a load of stone, then to a drag on 
a traveled road, and after that, they plowed a given stretch of land. 
This was an event much talked of beforehand, and it drew great 
crowds to watch it. 

(At this point the speaker displayed and commented on the 
printed announcement of the old Cattle Show Committee which 
is in the Society's collection. He also showed an original certificate 
of membership in the original Agricultural Society of 1819). 

The conditions prescribed by the Cattle Show Committee for 
the contest of a yoke of oxen drawing a load of stone up Baptist 
Hill, so called, were that the cart should weigh at least 1,100 pounds, 
and the stones should weigh another 4,400 pounds. This is the 
weight that had to be dragged uphill and totaled almost three 
tons. Further records show that the slope of Baptist Hill (now 
Salem Square), was carefully measured by the Fair Committee 
and it was a slope of exactly four degrees and five minutes or nearly 
a five per cent slope. Of course, some years later this so-called 
Baptist Hill was leveled to the present Salem Square. 

This first Cattle Show in Worcester in 1819 attracted such wide 
attention that an eminent French field naturalist and painter, 
Jacques Girard Milbert, came to Worcester to see it. Upon his 
return to France he included a detailed description of it, and gave 
careful attention to the Fair's exhibition and contests in a book 
published in Paris in 1828-29. 

I will quote but a sentence or two from the book: 
"And I noticed first the steers of various colors and breeds, the 

horns of some of them equaled in length those of the oxen in Italy 
and Romagna: this variety of armor being entirely absent in others. 
Ordinary sheep, crossed with pure breeds, appeared to me to be 
in very fine condition. The hogs bad been, for the most part, 
crossed with imported breeds." 

Well, we have quoted a little from a traveling Frenchman and 
more from the press of the period, and now let us quote the ob-
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servations of a real Worcester boy who saw with his own eyes one 
of the very early Worcester Cattle Shows. 

Henry H. Chamberlin, who died about fifty years ago at the 
approximate age of ninety, left some reminiscences printed in the 
early proceedings of this Society. He goes back, as he states in 
these reminiscences, to the cattle show of the year 1822. 

"The fair was my first experience. At last the day, so long looked 
forward to, arrived and my experience may be briefly related. 

"Our family had moved to Worcester, and my father kept the 
tavern at Lincoln Square. My brother and I were sent to the 
yard of the Tavern to collect the charges for putting up the night 
before the teams that came flocking in a regular stream from the 
Holden Rd., from West Boylston and Shrewsbury, and from towns 
as far as Princeton and Lancaster; this task was kept up until 
9 or 10 o'clock when my brother and I were allowed to start for 
the Cattle Show, each with ninepence in his pocket, and strict 
injunction to bring back what we did not spend. 

"Arriving at the Common the first things to attract our notice 
were the marshals, each on his fine horse, each wearing a bell
crowned hat adorned with a cockade, and carrying in his hand a 
black baton with white ends, ornamented with a ribbon: these 
were mostly military gentlemen such as General Chamberlin, 
and General Heard, Colonel Lincoln on his splendid iron gray 
charger; and Colonel Kendall, Captain Bigelow and Captain John 
F. Clark. The hats they wore were made by John P. Kettell of 
real furs, and were the exact prototypes of those seen in caricatures 
of 'Uncle Sam.' 

"After witnessing the ploughing match and examining the cattle 
and sheep in the long rows of pens that stretched the length of the 
Common on the Front St. side, we must go and see the trial of 
working oxen on the Baptist hill, a much higher and steeper emi
nence then than it is now, and we feel a neighborly pride in Asa 
R'.ice's red oxen, who made a plaything of the heavy load as they 
easily drew it up the hill, and then proudly held up their heads 
with the load upon their necks as they leisurely walked down 
again, like that 

King of France with 20,000 men 
Who marched up the hill 

And then marched down again. 
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Nor do we forget the long line of working oxen and steers with 
which the exhibition closed. These were brought from one of the 
neighboring towns and were driven through Front, Summer and 
Main streets in one long procession of fine cattle, the choice teams 
of the towns, and proud were the owners, and especially the owners' 
boys, as they marched by their favorite teams." 

To further show the universal interest in husbandry and in 
agricultural pursuits in Worcester in the early part of the last 
century, let me quote from the diary of my own great-great-grand
father on the maternal side. He was Dr. William Paine. This 
diary still exists in its original binding, form, and writing over at 
the American Antiquarian Society in the manuscript room. It 
is rather exciting to sit with an original diary written over a hundred 
years ago. It translates you into communion with the writer and 
into the surroundings and atmosphere of his lifetime. You are 
in a past world for a spell that is cast over you. 

Now Dr. Paine was a founder and the first vice-president of 
the American Antiquarian Society. He was a physician and an 
apothecary with an office and shop on Main Street, though he 
then did not practice actively. He was a Harvard graduate. His 
diary evidences that he had a very major interest in his farm, which 
was two hundred and thirty acres off Lincoln Street. 

His house was the one now owned by the D. A. R., known as 
"The Oaks." The farm land extended west down the valley and 
also up to the north. Let me quote from his original diary for the 
week of Worcester's first cattle show. Dr. Paine was sixty-nine 
at this time and had hired a Mr. Towle as his chief farmer. 

"Monday, October 4, 1819. The Morning clear and pleasant. 
Mr. Towle, Henry, Brooks finished digging Potatoes and after
wards went to picking Apples." 

(Comment: The changes of wind and weather always have been, 
of course, a great factor in farming and the diary naturally records 
them.) 

"Tuesday, Oct. 5, 1819. This proved a very pleasant Day with 
the Wind at Wand S. Mr. Towle, husking a Load of Corn that 
was got in Yesterday. Brooks and Henry picking Apples in the 
Garden Close. A young Woman by the name of Lucy Forbes 
(or Lorbes) came to live with us for one Year." 

(Comments: It should be noted that the apprentice system was 
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then still prevalent and Lucy Forbes contracted to live for a year 
as a domestic in the Paine household. What a vast contrast this 
is to today's situation domestically! Notwithstanding our boasted 
modern conveniences, our forebears lived in many ways more 
comfortably and certainly more leisurely than we do today.) 
Quoting again from Paine's diary: 

"Wednesday, October 6, 1819. Wind to the Westward and the 
Day proved unusually mild and pleasant. Brooks and Henry 
picking Apples for Winter, and put in the Barn one Lot for making 
Cyder. Very hot Day for the Season." 

(Comment: Dr. Paine spelt cider-cyder. Now if a Harvard 
graduate spelt cyder with a "y," then evidently that was how it 
should be spelt in those days. Do I hear any comments? Also 
the good doctor followed another then usual custom in his diary. 
Every single noun he begins with a capital letter. Clarence Brig
ham assures me that those of that time who did not in their writing 
use a capital letter for the initial letter of a noun might be suspected 
of illiteracy.) 

And now to quote again. 
"Thursday, October 7, 1819. A mild, pleasant Morning, little 

Air stirring, although it appears to be S. W. Cattle Show, the 
first ever in this County. No Work done that Day. In my Room 
the CO stood 77°. 

"Friday, the 8th. Clear, warm Morning, Wind S. W. Mr. 
Towle husking Corn. Brooks went to Boylston training." 

(Comment: Note that militia training was very regular and 
highly important in those days in every town, and Brooks evi
dently living in Boylston went to the training ground. The drilling 
even had priority over farm work.) 

Quoting again from the diary: 
"Saturday, October 9, 1819. Morning hazy and cloudy. Then 

Sunshine and warm. Mr. Rose and Family left us for Boston this 
Morning in a private Carriage-by him I wrote to William P. 
Cabot and enclosed my London Letters. Wrote to Fred care of 
Miss Perkins. Towle husking Corn, Brooks and Henry picking 
Apples in the Ball Orchard." 

Now just one more quotation from Paine's diary, and this one 
just one year later at the second cattle show held here. 

"Thursday, October 12, 1820. Very fine Day. Wind fresh at 
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N. W. County Cattle Show, which was well attended and highly 
creditable to the County. An immense Concourse of People. 
No Labor on the Farms this Day. Sent a Yoke of Oxen to the 
Show." 

This diary of Dr. Paine emphasized the preoccupation of the 
people of this town and county in agricultural pursuits and their 
enormous interest in the County Fair held at Worcester. Such 
an interest appeared to have continued for several decades-even 
after the advent of the railroads-and Worcester started on its 
industrial march. 

* * * 
The Massachusetts Spy in the early 1830's gives a description 

of one hundred and fifty yoke of oxen leaving the Fair after it was 
over and parading north through our Main Street in one continuous 
line. This must have been in those days a thrilling moving spec
tacle of the then needed ox-power of the farms-this procession 
of three hundred oxen in their slow tempo wending their ponderous, 
powerful way through our Main Street. Ah !-and since then 
how conditions have changed! Today if you want to obtain an 
ox-yoke as a curio to embellish an old country barn or place you 
must pay a large collector's price for it. 

As has already been shown, one of the highlights of Cattle Show 
Day was the address at 11 o'clock in the morning in the Old South 
Church. Naturally the address of the orator of the first Fair is 
of some interest. It was the Hon. Levi Lincoln, the first Levi, 
who, after disassociating himself from Thomas Jefferson and his 
cabinet, came back to Worcester and became its first citizen and 
first president of the Agricultural Society. The honorable gentle
man starts out his address with this quotation from the Bible. 

"In the sweat of thy face, shalt thou eat bread until thou return 
unto the ground." 

Now without doubt the early Levi Lincoln had a closer knowl
edge of the Bible than most of us today. Can there be any doubt 
of the accuracy of his quoting? "In the sweat of thy face." In 
these later days-we who are more neglectful of the Bible than 
our predecessors-have believed the phrase to be, "In the sweat 
of thy brow"-but on the evidence that is not the Biblical language 
of the standard King James Version. 

Governor Lincoln then goes on to speak of the value of agricul-
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ture and husbandry in this first address. And we should remember 
that this Society, not only attempted an annual cattle show, but 
also gave an exhibition of articles made in the households and on 
the farms or by the few concerns that had started embryonic manu-
facturing plants here in Worcester. . 

Naturally, exhibited articles that were made in the households 
were made by the women. And so the speaker of the day tossed 
an oratorical bouquet in the graceful but lengthy style of that day. 
I quote: 

"On this subject, the ladies should, indeed, be 'the Helps of 
our Joys!' The warp and the woof were first a mazy web from 
their fingers, and in these days, even of sentimental refinement, 
they well evince that, though the Muses may not spin, the Graces 
will oft be found presiding at the distaff." 

Here is more direct evidence that-even as late as the 1820's
much of the cloth worn as everyday clothing was spun and woven 
in the homes. 

The annual orations at our cattle shows were given by men of 
prominence not only in the city but the state, because the speakers 
knew they would be having a large, appreciative audience coming 
from much of the county and even the state. There were vote
getting possibilities for the then prominent politicians in such 
gatherings. For instance: 

The Worcester Daily Spy, in an issue of October of 1826 has this 
in its news columns: 

"President Adams [this was John Quincy Adams] arrived in 
town this day from Princeton. He saw the Cattle Show. He was 
welcomed by a national salute. Early Tuesday morning he de
parted for Providence on his way to the City of Washington. On 
the Monday previous, a deputation, sent by citizens of this town, 
went on to the residence of Mr. Ward N. Boylston in Princeton 
where he was visiting and invited the President to a public dinner, 
to be given on Thursday. The invitation, however, was declined 
on the ground that his engagements in Washington did not give 
him the opportunity of accepting it." 

So President Adams did not speak at the Cattle Show, but we 
hope it is not because he feared the oratorical competition from 
the previously selected orator of the day. 
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Some of these annual addresses at our cattle shows might well 
be read by all-as they appear in the printed reports at the Ameri
can Antiquarian Society. It would do us no harm and some good 
to read them, for they confirm the fact that history rolls around 
in constant repetition---;-both in actions, expressed thoughts, and 
even in the moods of the people. 

It is interesting to note that in the address of the Cattle Show 
Day orator way back in 1822 there occur these phrases that have 
a familiar ring today in our present public and private gatherings. 
Here is evidence that the rising cost of labor then was causing 
increasing protests from employers. 

"Why complain about the high price of labour? It is this that 
keeps our coffers from being drained by the expense of the paupers: 
it is this that makes the indigent valuable members of Society: 
it is this that enables them to educate their offspring, and teach 
them the importance of work and industry." 

Yes, that has a familiar present-day tenor, as in the speeches 
today of our present union labor friends. 

Now let me quote from part of the address of Hon. Mr. Sleeper 
of Boston, our Cattle Show orator in 1844-just 102 years ago. 
This strikes in part a somewhat different key. 

" Some of the friends of free institutions alarmed at the spirit 
of misrule which rides abroad upon the whirlwind, and has visited 
with desolation some of the sanest portions of our country; and at 
the lamentable abandonment of moral principles, indulge in gloomy 
anticipation regarding the future. They believe that this Republic, 
enjoying advantages which no country on earth in any age has 
possessed has reached its culminating point, and the period of 
decadence has already commenced." 

"However, let it often be remembered that the farmers hold in 
their hands the balance of political and moral power; let their 
influence be felt; let them establish a sound and healthy public 
opinion-and then the country is saved. " 

That, my friends, seems to be the way the present farm bloc 
of our Middle West is thinking and acting and voting. 

Again let me quote from the address in 1861 of Hon. Henry 
Chapin before the Worcester Agricultural Society: 

"There is to me something connected with the homesteads of 
New England which is embalmed in any heart with imperishable 
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strength. But when I look at our large cities, and see, folly, extrav
agance, idleness and iniquity sweep over them like a flood, when I 
see so many of our young absolutely incompetent to fill the places 
of their fathers, or help move the wheels of industry, enterprise, 
and education . . . " The speaker then goes on to say all this 
gives him cause for serious reflection. 

It is true this oration was given in 1861 after the Civil War had 
begun. But why all this pessimism about the cities and why does 
he say-(and I requote him), "I see so many of our young men 
absolutely incompetent to fill the places of their fathers, or help 
move the wheels of industry, enterprise, and education"? 

These remarks of these last two quoted Cattle Day Show speakers 
lead us to wonder if some other people now today are not worrying 
overmuch about the present and the future. 

These fears of direful happenings that never came to pass, fears 
publicly expressed seventy-five and a hundred years ago, somehow 
give warrant to us of today to keep a fair degree of optimism. And 
this optimism is not that of the Pollyanna type. In every decade, 
it seems to some that this country is always slipping, and its youth 
also. But if our present pessimists would read more closely our 
past history-in its then variously expressed moods and tempers
they would cheer up a bit now. 

Now let me end my quotations from these annual Cattle Show 
Day orators by quoting briefly from just one more. This orator 
was of a somewhat different temperament from those just quoted
and he spoke long before Worcester became the great industrial 
city which it now is. This orator rises to his heights in describing 
Worcester as a delightful country shire town, a gem, set in the 
midst of many other pleasant agricultural communities. I quote 
merely his peroration. 

"On every side, the senses are regaled with all that is fragrant 
and delightful. Fields of the highest culture, orchards of bending 
fruit, and barns of loaded treasures salute the eye. And every 
breeze is mingled with a lowing in our valleys, of the bleating of 
the flocks upon a thousand hills." 

What a charming word-picture of old Worcester in the harvest 
season before the machine age came upon us! 

I cannot close without mentioning the famous cattle show ball. 
In cattle show week many functions were held and much was done 
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of a social nature. Governor Levi Lincoln, the second Levi Lincoln 
who was president of the Agricultural Society from 1820 to 1853, 
entertained lavishly at his handsome home then at the corner of 
Main and Elm Streets where the Workman Building now stands. 
An oratorio was given occasionally; and many dinner parties. 
However, it was the cattle show ball that was the peak, the climax, 
of all social activities. 

The first cattle show ball was held in 1826 and annually for 
many years thereafter. In September of 1826, some citizens of 
the town got together and signed this agreement: 

"To increase the amusements and promote the enjoyments of 
strangers who may attend the Annual Cattle-Show at Worcester 
on the eleventh of October next, as well as for our own pleasures, 
the subscribers hereby agree to pay the proper Bills of a Ball to 
be had on the evening of that day at such place as shall be deter
mined on, by the meeting for the choice of Managers to be held at 
Stockwell's on Saturday evening, September 16th." 

The subscribers were: 

Pliny Merrick 
Benj. Butnam 
S. Salisbury, Jr. 
John Davis 

Clarendon Harris 
Sam'l Jennison 
Samu 'l Burnside 
Alfred Dwight Foster 

and twenty others. 

Mrs. 0. E. P. Sturgis, who was a member of the old Paine family, 
bas written some reminiscences of the early cattle show balls. 
They are printed in one of the publications of this Society over 
fifty years ago under the heading "Youth at the Helm-Pleasure 
at the Prow." She was an elderly lady at the time of writing the 
reminiscences, but she had attended in her younger days several 
cattle show balls in the 1830's and '40's. I quote from her paper: 

"The Ball in the evening of the Cattle Show Day was the great 
social event of the day, and had been looked forward to for many 
previous weeks by the young people in the town. One might sup
pose from the name that all the farmers and their families would 
attend, but on the contrary it was, to use a conventional term, a 
most select affair. Guests who lived outside of Worcester were 
welcome, but it was only with difficulty and influence that any 
who were not in the so-called social circles of the town could procure 
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a ticket, though the rules regarding entrance were much relaxed 
at a later date. The company was composed of all the prominent 
members of society, who were invited as a matter of course, the 
gentlemen in the family paying $5 each for their tickets, while the 
ladies were admitted free of charge. Cattle show week found most 
all houses filled with guests, for this opportunity was taken to 
invite friends from elsewhere. Weeks beforehand a meeting was 
called of the gentlemen in the town to elect managers. Com
mittees were chosen by them to attend to the different depart
ments-for music, invitations, supper, dressing the ballrooms and 
for carriages, for there were not many in town, and the young men 
on that committee having engaged them all went about to the 
different houses on the evening of the ball to collect the guests. 
The early balls were given in what was then called, Stockwell's 
Tavern, which was situated where the Bay State Hotel property 
now stands. 

"The ball was very handsome, for all the ladies wore their new 
ball dresses, and as was often the case the Governor of the Com
monwealth came to cattle-shows officially, and he brought with 
him a small escort of cadets, and they were very ornamental in 
their military costume of white, red and gold. The supper, a very 
simple repast, at which nothing stronger than lemonade was 
allowed, was served in an upper hall." 

"We danced quadrilles, Spanish and old-fashioned country 
dances, the figures being called for us, and there was some waltzing, 
but not too much, and we generally had what was called a 'grand 
march' of all the dancers. But one and all enjoyed themselves, 
and made valuable acquaintances among the large number of 
strangers present of both sexes, which did not end with the close 
of the ball. Girls are invited at sixteen." 

In cattle show week after the ample harvests had been reaped 
and autumn with its stimulating air had painted the landscape, 
old-time Worcester itself was full of color, and of the joy and zest 
of life. Our forebears had their fill of it, and they had as much joy 
of living as any of their descendants. 

At the great ball the ladies did wear their best and newest 
dresses. Now please note this. Directly underneath here, where 
I now stand, on the floor below in the very front of the case 
containing a dress collection, you can see the dress worn by my 
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own grandmother at the cattle show ball in 1831. The dress has 
a label hung to it marked to that effect. It was a wedding dress 
originally worn by my great-grandmother, but made over into a 
ball dress for my grandmother to .wear. 

Now I have recited some actual facts, hard facts, of local history, 
and may I close on a note of pure sentiment, and personal senti
ment. Even we men treasure some· things that have come down 
from our forebears . 

So may I, through you, speak to the spirit of that once young 
woman of sixteen who one hundred and fifteen years ago wore that 
ball dress so carefully treasured here. Please pardon me if I salute 
my grandmo.ther; I am sure she had many partners, and looked 
very charming at that Worcester cattle show ball of the long, long 
ago. 
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GETTYSBURG, EIGHTY YEARS AFTER 

BY CoL. ROBERT L. WHIPPLE 

This article, by Colonel Robert Lee Whipple was the basis of 
a talk by him before the Society on March 14, 1946. 

FOREWORD 

In the midst of our greatest conflict, the anniversary of the 
battle of Gettysburg stirs deepest emotions. Interest in that 
battle, probably one of the most decisive and certainly one of the 
most studied and post-mortemed in all history, remains as wide
spread as interest in war itself. 

If memory serves, I first heard the name of that Pennsylvania 
village the summer before I attained the mature age of six. My 
father, with half a dozen old friends, veterans of the Civil War 
and most of them veterans of the battle itself, had revisited the 
field. Father was telling the family about his trip, and the high
lights that have stayed with me are a group photograph taken in 
front of Devil's Den, a handful of lead slugs picked up on Round 
Top, and the sole of a very small shoe, the wooden pegs still attached 
to it, uncovered by a farmer who was ploughing in the wheat field. 
Of this last my father said, "He couldn't have been much over 
sixteen and they buried him right where he fell." 

I learned something more of Gettysburg in the grade schools 
where "Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World" was required read
ing. I have wondered, on re-reading that book, if the author had 
any idea then how terribly decisive this one of his fifteen history 
would prove to have been. 

During my senior year in civil engineering at the University of 
Vermont, I assisted in the making of large scale maps of the battle
field for General 0. 0. Howard, then delivering a series of lectures 
on the Civil War. Those maps showed the lay of the land and the 
positions of the various units of the contending armies for each of 
the three days, and it was then that I began to get some idea of 
the events that took place there. I heard General Howard's lecture 
and later a talk on the same subject by the Confederate General, 
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John B. Gordon. Both those men left lasting impressions on my 
memory. 

Since those days I have visited Gettysburg several times and 
have, with my car, explored the roads over which the armies were 
force-marched during the approach. I have searched out and 
read most of the source information and narrative accounts; 
Douglas Southall Freeman, in his volumes "R. E. Lee" comes 
nearest, I think, to taking one with him to Gettysburg. 

I, too, have tried to guess the extent to which Gettysburg was 
decisive, but this great country, now three times reunited in the 
common cause of war, existing as two countries, side by side, 
simply beggars all imagination. 

I 

When my father revisited Gettysburg in the summer of 1886, 
the battle was only twenty odd years away and must have been 
as vivid in his memories as are St.-Mihiel and The Argonne Forest 
in my own today, and more so than Santiago and Manila. Yet 
two generations of my family, my father's and my own, have those 
names recorded on discharge papers from volunteer armies, and 
today another generation, my son's, is being trained to meet in 
combat the armies of Nazi Germany, rated by some as the world's 
best, with the final outcome still in the laps of the gods. 

But back to Gettysburg. It was June of 1863 and the third year 
of the war. The armies were about midway between the two 
capitals, Washington and Richmond, and like two heavyweight 
fighters, after several hard fast rounds, were glowering at each 
other from their corners on opposite sides of the Rappahannock 
River near the Virginia town of Fredericksburg. 

Lee, the incomparable, with the Army of Northern Virginia, 
had thoroughly mauled the Army of The Potomac, under Burnside, 
at Fredericksburg, the winter before, and had again taken its 
measure at the expense of "Fighting Joe" Hooker, a few weeks 
before at Chancellorsville. He was sure he could turn the trick 
again when he moved his three corps (Longstreet, Ewell, and Hill) 
across the river and over the Blue R:idge Mountains into the 
Shenandoah Valley heading for Pennsylvania. 

General Lee had planned this second invasion of enemy territory 
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for a number of very sound reasons, enough probably to have 
decided any of the world's first-run strategists and for far better 
reasons than those which prompted the great Napoleon to invad~ 
the Russias that October of fifty years before. 

Never was morale of a fighting force higher than that of the 
Southern Army in the early summer of 1863 and never with better 
reason. Nor could Lee have guessed that the Army of The Potomac, 
badly beaten in five different important battles, badly led by as 
many indifferent commanders, had any morale whatever. He 
needed food for his men and forage for his animals. The lush farm 
lands and bursting barns of Pennsylvania promised that aplenty. 
His government needed recognition and credits from Europe and 
a more articulate peace party in the north. A smashing victory 
on enemy soil might bring those things to fruition. The season 
was right. The weather was right. He was marching toward his 
Egypt. 

So Lee's· army trekked off, one corps at a time, over different 
routes to conceal the scope of the movement as well as its objec
tives. General Pierre Gustave Toutant Beauregard of Bull Run 
fame, with a few odds and ends of Southern soldiery, was directed 
to stage a feint attack on Washington to throw a scare into the 
politicians and confound the desk generals in the War Department, 
neither of which was difficult of plan or accomplishment. General 
James Ewell Brown Stuart, "Jeb," melodramatic leader of three 
cavalry divisions, was ordered northward, east of the mountains, 
to protect the flanks of the army by covering the passes of the Blue 
Ridge at Ashby's and Snickar's while, at the same time, screening 
its movements. 

Lee's orders to Stuart, while necessarily predicated on Hooker's 
movements, now seem thin, loosely drawn and, if not actually 
indefinite, they left a great deal to Stuart's own discretion. As 
befits the son of Washington's most brilliant cavalry leader, Lee 
suggested the destruction of enemy supply lines and the interrup
tion of his communications; but he altogether omitted to mention 
the number one mission of mounted troops, namely, to be at all 
times the eyes of the army, apparently thinking that would always 
be uppermost in the mind of so experienced a cavalryman as Stuart. 

General Lee's orders to Stuart were enough for Stuart, but as 
events were to prove, too much for General Lee, who did not learn 
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for several days, indeed until his army had streaked half way across 
Maryland, that Hooker with seven army corps was also moving 
north ward east of the mountains and between the Army of Northern 
Virginia and Washington. 

It should be pointed out, lest the terms become misleading, that 
units of the Northern Army were numerically smaller than those 
of the Confederacy. Regiments of the Army of The Potomac 
often numbered less than three hundred effectives; brigades less 
than a thousand. Two to four infantry brigades with an artillery 
unit, varying in size and make-up, constituted a division, and 
three or four divisions, an army corps. Cavalry units were attached 
to the army and functioned under direct orders from the general
in-chief. 

The Army of The Potomac, it is now conceded, was definitely 
inferior in organization to that of the Army of Northern Virginia 
and, in addition, General Lee had full support of his government 
along with full freedom of action, a very great advantage over an 
opponent who had neither. 

The northern reaches of the Shenandoah Valley are marked 
by the confluence of the Shenandoah and the Potomac Rivers at 
Harpers Ferry where a garrison of some ten thousand men had 
long been held in a passive defense of the river crossing. Hooker 
believed that this force should be added to the field army where 
it might help in bringing the enemy to battle and defeating him. 
Whatever Hooker's faults may have been as an army commander, 
it cannot be said that he side-stepped a fight. He had several 
times requested that the garrison at the Ferry be employed in 
threatening Lee's flank and destroying his lines of supply and 
communication. That request, General Halleck (" Old Brains") 
then commanding all of the armies of the United States from a 
desk in Washington, peremptorily refused, whereupon Hooker, 
with complete justification, asked to be relieved, and that request 
was promptly acceded to. 

General George Gordon Meade, professional soldier, graduate 
of the Military Academy, veteran of the War with Mexico, able 
commander of the V Corps was given the job. Moreo~er, the 
reinforcements denied to Hooker were given to Meade. 

The new commander of the Army of The Potomac was the fifth 
in a period of ten months, a fact often lost sight of by writers of 
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Civil War history who assume to appraise the relative merits of 
the contending armies. In that connection, it might be well to 
observe that the Confederacy, in the first months of the war, was 
either blessed with gifts of prophecy or just plain lucky in its 
selection of high ranking officers. Mr. Lincoln was far less for
tunate, for he was a long time finding the good ones. 

Ewell's advance down the Shenandoah Valley met with some 
scattered resistance and at Winchester ran head-on into three 
brigades under Milroy. Milroy had not been given good informa
tion nor did he know that an entire Confederate corps was opposing 
him. He should, of course, have been instructed to hold his force 
together, give ground slowly, and join General French at the 
Ferry. Instead, he gave battle. Jubal Earley's division fighting 
that day under direct orders of the corps commander, bowled 
over and brushed aside the Federals so neatly and effectively that 
the action gave rise to the conviction, among Southern enthusiasts, 
that another "Stonewall " Jackson (killed a few weeks before at 
Chancellorsville) had been uncovered in the person of Lieutenant 
General Richard S. Ewell, known to his men as "Old Bald Head." 

Ewell gathered in some twenty-five hundred prisoners and a 
lot of sorely needed supplies and chased Milroy into the hills of 
Maryland. 

While General Lee got a few days' jump on Hooker, he must 
have known that the Northern Army was bound to follow him. 
He knew, too, that Hooker's army would have to advance over 
several more or less parallel routes and he must have looked back 
over his shoulder and longed for an opening that would permit 
him to fall on his enemy one or two corps at a time. But the roads 
used by the Army of Northern Virginia and those used by the 
Army of The Potomac did not cross, so that Lee was able to move 
over into Pennsylvania without let or hindrance. 

I have never been able to find among the orders issued a time
table for the progress of the advance of General Lee's army. I 
doubt if one was ever written, for so much was left to chance and 
to the discretion of the unit commanders. Over narrow dirt roads 
with heavy horse-drawn vehicles ten to fifteen miles a day was a 
fair average day's march for an army corps and its impedimenta. 
It took a little more than two weeks to march Lee's army from 
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Fredericksburg to the Pennsylvania line. The Army of The 
Potomac was from two to three days march behind him. 

In Virginia, and to a somewhat lesser degree in Maryland, every 
farmer along the roadside was a scout for Lee's army. In those 
states, valuable information poured in to him every hour of the 
day. With the crossing of the Pennsylvania line, much of that 
advantage passed to his enemies. 

Censorship of military intelligence and information concerning 
troop movements was practically unheard of. While enemy spies, 
if captured, were shot, friendly war correspondents were wined 
and dined at headquarters and permitted to publish everything 
they could see and hear and a lot more about which they could 
guess with considerable accuracy. Lee learned much from that 
source but not quite enough to get the complete picture until, on 
the night of the twenty-ninth of June, Harrison, Longstreet's 
famous scout and one of the most effective Confederate spies, 
checked in at First Corps Headquarters with the report that he 
had walked the entire distance from Washington through the 
whole Union Army, and that that Army, now under Meade, was 
near Pipe Creek in Maryland, ten to fifteen miles south of the 
state line. 

It is interesting to note that General Lee, about this time, marked 
on his road map the village of Cashtown as the place where he 
would elect to fight a battle. Cashtown is on a road running 
northwest from Gettysburg to Chambersburg and less than eight 

. miles from Gettysburg. Five miles west of Cashtown are the 
Cumberland Mountains swinging off in a northeasterly direction 
toward Harrisburg. Beyond the mountains is the Cumberland 
Valley. In the event of an enforced retreat, the flanks and rear 
of Lee's army could have easily been defended by a few men 
at the narrow gaps leading over the mountains into the valley 
beyond. 

Meade liked the idea of giving battle on the Pipe Creek line in 
Maryland which would have kept him between Lee and Wash
ington, and a retreat would shorten his supply lines. Meade hoped, 
and so informed Halleck, that General Couch, operating near 
Harrisburg, might check Lee's advance long enough for the Army 
of The Potomac to catch up and attack from the rear. Couch 
didn't have much of a force and the greater portion of it was with-
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out battle experience, so it is doubtful if he could have held Lee 
south of the Susquehanna River, and then only with the bridges 
destroyed. 

On the night of the twenty-ninth, Lee's three corps were scat
tered at the points of a triangle, Carlisle, the apex and the point 
farthest north with Chambersburg thirty-five miles to the south
west and York an equal distance to the southeast. Gettysburg 
lay about midway along the fifty-mile base. None of Meade's 
seven corps was more than a dozen miles from his headquarters 
at Taneytown. 

Lee was still trying to avoid general action. Meade, who had 
then commanded an army only a few hours, was playing a waiting 
game. Both knew that the situation might very easily get out of 
hand. Their seasoned veterans, down to the last man in the ranks, 
must have felt the tightening of the bands holding the armies to
gether as well as the pull of the current that would bring them to 
battle. 

This they knew would be no Bull Run with the politicians riding 
out from Washington and :rrichmond to take in the show. This 
would be a fight of fighters slugging it out toe to toe. June thirtieth 
found both armies racing for position. 

General Meade, following conventional procedure for use of 
cavalry, kept his mounted troops out ahead to screen the infantry 
and send back information. General Buford, with one of Pleas
anton's cavalry divisions, had filtered through the village of Gettys
burg, coming from the southeast, and had reached some high ground 
about a mile to the northwest where he ran into a unit of Heth's 
division going to town to raid the shoe stores and there, despite 
all plans to the contrary, a battle just naturally started. 

And that was that. 
With a fight in progress, limited though it was to small units 

under subordinate commanders, the roads leading to Gettysburg 
from the surrounding country, nine of them converging like the 
spokes of a wheel, settled the question of where and when. 

In less time than it takes to tell it, hard riding dispatch bearers 
were pounding the dusty turnpikes to bring this up-to-the-minute 
information to the scattered corps commanders, Union and Con
federate, and in a few hours Meade and Lee sent down the orders 
which would bring about the concentration at Gettysburg; Meade's 
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corps coming in from the southeast and Lee's from the northwest, 
reversing the direction of flow as one naturally thinks of it. 

The records show that the VI Corps (Sedgwick) marching from 
Manchester, Maryland, covered twenty-six miles in one day. 
Longstreet claims for Law's brigade of his corps the best record 
for marching in either army. That brigade, he says, stepped off 
twenty-eight miles in eleven hours. The Army Field Service 
Regulations, written before the days of motor transportation, sets 
the figure, for disciplined troops, at two and one-half miles per hour 
as possible for a twelve hour stretch. It seems likely that the old 
book must have had Law's brigade in mind. In December 1918, 
my regiment, carrying full packs of forty-seven pounds (the sci
entific ton), marched from Simmern to Boppard in the Rhinelands, 
a distance of twenty-three miles, in a period of nine hours. 

It had rained and cleared. The moon was just short of full. 
The wheat was ripening, indeed some of it had already been har
vested. Under a July sun the air was fragrant with clover and the 
soft perfume of new mown hay and heavy with the humming of 
bees. Nearly two hundred thousand young Americans (Howard 
was thirty-three when, next day, he succeeded to command of all 
Union troops on the field) singing much the same songs, swearing 
and praying in the selfsame language, were converging along narrow 
dusty roads to leave their marks on Gettysburg and upon men's 
memones. 

II 

That first day's battle is not too easily reconstructed. The 
fighting was all over the lot. It was not unlike a football game 
where the men of both teams might be brought to the playing 
field, two or three at a time, to engage immediately in a rough
and-tumble contest without captain, coach, or signals. 

Brigades, divisions, and army corps were coming in under forced
march orders, guided often by nothing more definite than the 
booming of artillery fire or the rattle of musketry. Once inside 
the smell of smoke they were deployed into the fields on either side 
of the road and pitch-forked into the fight. 

The first shots were fired about nine o'clock. Buford, deter
mined to keep the Confederates out of the town, dismounted his 
cavalry, brought up a few field guns which the cavalry in those 
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days seem to have kept with them, and by dint of hard fighting 
and consummate tactical skill, managed to stand Heth off until, 
an hour later, Reynolds with Wadsworth's division of the First 
Corps came to his assistance. 

Reynolds was one of the best of the corps commanders and often 
thought of as next choice to command the army. Meade had 
assigned him to the command of the left wing of the army and 
Doubleday took over the I Corps. Reynolds saw at once that it 
would be impossible to avoid a general engagement and began to 
plan accordingly. Leaving the fight for the moment to Buford 
and Wadsworth, he rode over the ground to see where the units 
of the army, expected momentarily, should be placed, and during 
that hurried reconnaissance was killed by a Confederate sharp
shooter. 

Shortly after Reynold's death, Howard with the XI Corps 
reached the outskirts of the town and halted his hard-pressed 
brigades on a hill where the cemetery was located. From that 
height be could see that Doubleday needed all the help he could 
get, so be led bis men to and through the village into what was 
now a battle of major proportions. 

All of Hill's corps was engaged when Howard drew up on the 
right of the First Corps. A Confederate brigade (Archer's) was 
captured and started off toward Baltimore. The fight was touch 
and go when Ewell with the Confederate Second Corps, coming 
in from the north, smashed into the Union right flank doubling 
it up like a jackknife. 

Weight of numbers was now with the Confederates. Ewell 
was overlapping the Union right and Hill was extending his line 
to encircle the left. There was nothing left for Howard but to 
give ground. He ordered a retreat which was orderly enough 
until he reached the town itself. There his men lost direction at 
the cross streets and got so out of control as to enable Hill and 
Ewell to inflict heavy losses in killed and wounded and to gather 
in some five thousand prisoners. 

Longstreet in bis account of the first day's battle describes 
Howard's retreat as a rout and uses the words "sauve-qui-peut." 
" Old Pete" was not in Gettysburg at that hour and, recording his 
memories thirty years later, seems to have indulged in a bit of 
pardonable hyperbole, for Howard did hold his command together 
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and turned about to face the enemy on Cemetery Hill somewhere 
near the point from which be bad ordered his corps into the fight 
earlier in the day. 

Ewell was close on Howard's heels until what was left of the 
XI Corps bad cleared the village. There he brought bis men to 
a halt and no amount of urging and pleading on the part of bis 
brigade and division commanders could move him to follow up 
his advantage and to deny to Howard the time or place to reform. 
I recall that Gordon in bis lecture laid great stress on the situation 
at that moment. Gordon believed, I think, that Gettysburg 
might then and there have been won for the South. The Ewell 
of July first was not, however, the Ewell of a few days before at 
Winchester. This time he lacked decision and a readiness to 
assume responsibility while mumbling something about Lee's 
orders to the effect that he must not bring on a general engagement. 

I can still see General Howard with bis long white beard and 
the empty sleeve of his full dress uniform when, in the course of 
his lecture, he staunchly maintained that he would have held 
that hill, with God's help, against any and all that Ewell might 
have thrown against him and he never questioned but that God 
was fighting alongside of the men in blue. Nearly eighty at the 
time, he was still a magnificent figure of a man, but somehow it 
was not easy to share all of bis confidence and optimism. 

General Winfield Scott Hancock, who brought up the II Corps 
late that afternoon and by direction of General Meade assumed 
command of all troops on the field, thought that immediate attack 
by Ewell pressed hard and followed up vigorously would have 
left the Union Army in dire straits, and there is much in the record 
to support that contention. 

Quite apart from the accuracy of conjecture on what might 
have been, it is certain that in those minutes of the first afternoon, 
"Old Bald Head" frittered away one of the great opportunities 
of the Confederacy as well as his own new found reputation for 
being another "Stonewall" Jackson. 

Hancock thought that the positions which could most advan
tageously be defended were already in the bands of Federal troops 
and proceeded at once to weld them into a line and coordinate 
them. 

About sunset, units of Sickles' III Corps, followed by Slocum's 
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XII, streamed in from the south and were directed to their posi
tions in the line. At midnight, General Meade pulled in from 
Taneytown, established his headquarters in a small stone farm
house a few hundred yards behind the Union center; rounded 
up his corps commanders for a council of war; designated com
manders for the left, center, and right of his army, and made known 
that the Army of The Potomac would for the time being fight a 
defensive battle. 

The Union positions, as they were beginning to take form, call 
to mind the shape of a fish-hook. The simile is an old one. Culp's, 
another and higher hill south and east of the Cemetery Hills and 
now defended by the XII Corps, is the point and barb of the hook. 
The Cemetery Hills looking out toward the village and the nearest 
point to the village itself, form the bend, while the shaft, not yet 
straight, is the long line running from Cemetery Hills to the Round 
Topi-, with Big Round Top the eye. . 

The Confederate positions were perforce, more or less parallel 
to the fish-hook with the center on Seminary Ridge, so called from 
a Lutheran academy located there. The distance between the 
opposing lines varied from two hundred to two thousand yards. 

What seems like a bit of news behind the news comes to light 
in Doubleday's book when he says, "It is an open secret that 
Meade at the time disapproved of the battle ground Hancock had 
selected." Hancock, of course, did not select the battle ground. 
The I and XI Corps were on that ground when the II Corps arrived. 
He seems, however, to have extended a reluctant approval. Neither 
Hancock nor Meade appear to have sensed the tremendous advan
tage to be gained from occupying the Round Tops. The power and 
foresight for that vision must be credited to Warren and Sedgwick. 

From late afternoon of the first day until the end of the battle, 
the village was occupied and held by the Confederates. Brigades 
from Rodes' and Pender's divisions used to very great advantage 
cover afforded by the buildings. Their men kept up a continuous 
sniping from doors and windows. One entire business street 
became an intercommunicating redoubt. Roofs and church 
steeples were taken over by the signal corps to wig-wag directions 
out to units several miles away. Through it all, a remarkably 
small number of citizens were hurt and few buildings were destroyed 
by fire. 
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When the fighting ended that first afternoon, about forty-five 
thousand men, considerably more than half of them from the Army 
of Northern Virginia, were in and around Gettysburg. The battle 
had gone Lee's way and he expressed satisfaction with the results, 
but he was increasingly worried at the continued absence of his 
cavalry. "Where is General Stuart?" he was heard to say, for 
he did not know and he could not find out. 

Union morale was mounting higher. 
That night roads leading into Gettysburg were bristling with 

the bayonets of marching men and heavy with wagons guided by 
men in blue. That night "Yanks" and "Johnny Rebs" queued 
up in long patient lines to slake their thirst and fill their canteens 
with cold water from Spangler's spring at the foot of Culp's. They 
were in a mood for good-natured banter. They were in a mood 
to trade tobacco and corn liquor for bacon and hardtack with 
fellow Americans regardless of the color of uniform. They were 
in a mood to let history come on after them. They probably won
dered why it would be necessary to kill each other the next morning. 

General Lee must have sought his tent that night with high 
hopes of victory, for the habit of success was deep-seated and 
thoroughly worked into the very fibre of his army. It could not 
fail him. President Davis and many of his advisers believed the 
North would now be forced to negotiate a peace. A great many 
Northerners agreed with him. England was on the fence. Bea
consfield and Russell had, on numerous occasions, brought to the 
Queen's attention the matter of recognition of the Southern states, 
but that, to Victoria, meant recognition of slavery which she could 
not countenance. Napoleon III, political opportunist extra
ordinary, had frequently exhibited his desire to align the French 
government with the Confederacy. Now more than ever European 
countries bad their ears to the ground for the bellwether which 
would shape their future relations with the North American 
continent. 

III 

General Lee's plan for the second day called for a feint attack 
by Ewell on the Union right at Culp's and the Cemetery Hills 
while simultaneously, the main attack, a knockout blow, would 
be delivered by Longstreet on the left. Ewell, if the going was not 
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too tough, was directed to follow through and drive Howard and 
Slocum from the hills. The idea was, of course, to get around 
both ends and roll Meade's army up on its middle. 

About half way along the shaft of the fish-hook, there was a 
salient, more accurately a bulge, in the Union line for a length 
of about a mile with the greatest depth half that distance. Much 
of this bulge, a sort of leftover from the hit-or-miss fighting of 
the day before, was on high ground forming a connecting line 
between two ridges. Sickles' III Corps and a few brigades from 
the I Corps were occupying this part of the line. The Emmitsburg 
pike leading to the village bisected the valley between the ridges 
and marked the western limits of Meade's positions. 

Since Confederate reconnaissance indicated that the Round 
Tops were not occupied, it was assumed that the Union left flank 
was north of them and General Lee, therefore, ordered the attack 
to be directed up the Emmitsburg pike about parallel to the main 
Union line on Cemetery. He did not yet know how much of 
Meade's army had reached Gettysburg nor when the rest of it 
could get there. He was still without cavalry to get for him that 
terribly important information, and Stuart was a long day's march 
away, still laboring under the delusion that a part, at least, of 
the Army of Northern Virginia, must now be in possession of the 
Pennsylvania Capital at Harrisburg. 

In order to get a clear picture of the battle from here on, one 
must understand and take into account the unusual and unique 
role of Lee's second in command, stubborn, obstinate, hard-fighting 
James Longstreet. "Old Pete" had marched his corps onto the 
field late in the afternoon of the first and had proceeded at once 
to get his own idea of the lay of the land and the positions occupied 
by the armies at that moment. He reported to General Lee during 
the evening and learned the plans for the next day. He saw Gen
eral Lee again the next morning and at that meeting openly and 
frankly opposed the plans of his chief. Moreover, he had a plan 
of his own that he put forward vigorously as offering greater proba
bility of success. 

Longstreet believed that Lee's army should move that night in 
a wide circle, around the Union left and push on toward Baltimore 
giving battle only on such ground and at such time as Lee, himself, 
should elect, and then only when Meade, through conditions and 
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circumstances forced upon him by Lee, would have to assume the 
offensive and give battle. Longstreet saw the high ground from 
Culp's to the Round Tops as another St. Marye's hill at Fredericks
burg with, this time, the blue army on St. Marye's. 

That Meade thought Lee might attempt to carry out some such 
plan as that advanced by Longstreet, is borne out by a study of 
his dispatches to the War Department at Washington. Halleck 
in his endless and long-winded telegrams to Meade also mentioned 
the possibility of such a move and, as usual, offered his suggestions 
to counter it. 

Lee listened attentively to Longstreet's plan as he always listened 
to advice, suggestions, and protests of his subordinates, but he 
had no idea of fighting a defensive battle. To "Old Pete" he said, 
"If those people are over there tomorrow morning, I shall attack 
them," to which Longstreet rejoined, "If they are over there 
tomorrow morning, it will be because they want you to attack 
them." 

In retrospect Longstreet's plan has much to be said for it. It 
is certain that his plan would have created a difficult supply prob
lem, but to that he would have answered that the army was then 
living off the country anyway. His plan would have placed the 
Confederate Army between Meade and Washington, and that 
seems always to have thrown the Congress and the War Depart
ment into a dither. Meade would have liked advancing toward 
his own bases to attack Lee's army from the rear, but he would 
not have liked a battlefield of Lee's choosing. The most potent 
argument for Longstreet's plan is, perhaps, the failure of the one 
adopted. 

Dr. Douglas Southall Freeman, a Virginian and the closest 
student of Lee 's career and undoubtedly his foremost biographer, 
seems to feel that Longstreet, in opposing on the eve of battle the 
battle plans of his chief, rendered valueless, then and there, further 
military service to his country. Thomas Nelson Page, another 
Virginian and another biographer, takes much the same position. 
That Robert E. Lee would not have agreed with his biographers 
is, it seems to me, evidenced by the fact that Longstreet was not 
relieved and replaced as commander of the I Corps. 

Even the seemingly unimportant military operations these 
days are carried out only after painstaking planning and study 
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by the staff. There is an astonishing lack of evidence of such con
trol at Gettysburg. Orders generally were verbal and were trans
mitted in plain simple language by junior staff officers dashing 
about on horseback and too often killed or captured before reaching 
the unit for which the order was intended. There was no wide
spread use of maps and no movement by compass direction. There 
was no synchronizing of watches, no zero hour, and no zero plus 
for reaching intermediate or final objectives. The procedure was 
simple and direct. Field officers up to the grade of brigadier, and 
sometimes general of division, rode out in front of their commands, 
indicated the direction with a sweep of the sabre, shouted the 
order to advance, and the attack was on. 

Much has been written and many controversies have arisen over 
the time set by General Lee for the attacks of the second day. The 
most inordinate defenders of General Lee, who needs no defenders, 
speak of a daylight attack and claim that as the time established. 
Longstreet states that "the stars were still shining brightly" when 
he sought General Lee at his headquarters on Seminary Ridge 
that morning. It is fairly certain that they met again about ten 
o'clock. Whatever time may have been set by General Lee, and 
it is quite impossible to get the whole story from the records, the 
meetings of the morning would seem to dispose of the "daylight " 
theory. 

While Lee did not like going into battle without his cavalry, Long
street, on this day, did not like it at all and was genuinely fearful 
of the venture without Pickett's division which had not yet reached 
the field. "The General is a little nervous this morning," Long
street said to Hood. "He wishes me to attack but I do not like 
to go into battle with one boot off." 

So delay followed delay. There was confusion and misinterpre
tation of the purport of the orders, particularly in regard to the 
direction of the attack. There can be no shadow of doubt what
ever that the chances of Confederate success dwindled as the 
long day wore on. 

Ewell staged his feint attack and not only did he find advance 
impracticable, he found it quite impossible. Concert of action 
was lost before the main attack began, for it was nearly four o'clock 
when "Old Pete" finally set his divisions in motion toward the 
enemy. Once under way the First Corps fully lived up to its 
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reputation as a courageous and resourceful fighting unit. Opposing 
it and disputing every yard of its advance were Sickles and Sykes 
with the Union III and V Corps. 

At the western extremity of the bulge, there was and still is a 
peach orchard, the trees standing at attention in long straight 
rows against the afternoon sun. Part way down the slope was a 
field of some thirty acres planted to wheat; at the foot of the slope, 
Devil's Den, a curious heap of gigantic boulders thrown together 
by some unaccountable force. Beyond Devil's Den where the 
ground begins to rise in the opposite direction is a small stream, 
making off to the south and called Plum Run. 

In a few hours those places were to be on the world's front page 
news, for thousands of Americans died there fighting for the right 
to live their lives in accordance with their own ideas of the eternal 
fitness of things. 

It should be remembered that Lee ordered the attack to follow 
a northerly direction thinking that it would overlap Meade's left 
flank. He thought the Round Tops were unoccupied and so they 
were when the order was issued, but by four o'clock the hills were 
swarming with men from the corps of Sykes and Sedgwick. Warren, 
Meade's chief of engineers, in his ground reconnaissance had seen 
that those bills provided the very citadels to which the whole line 
could be anchored and bad so notified the infantry commanders 
and, on bis own, bad ordered several batteries of field artillery 
to be dragged through the timber and lifted by sheer manpower 
over the boulders and emplanted there on the crests. 

Sickles, whose front formed a right angle (always a precarious 
and vulnerable formation), was driven from the peach orchard 
by persistent pincers assaults on his flanks. Every inch of the 
ground to and through the wheat field was attacked and defended 
with the utmost in courage and tenacity. Devil's Den was cap
tured and re-captured three or four times to remain finally in the 
hands of the Confederates who then crossed Plum Run to carry 
the assault up the slope of Little Round Top but in a direction at 
right angles to that originally planned. 

To climb Round Top on a cool afternoon in September, as I once 
did, is something of a task in itself. While the hill is only mod
erately steep, its sides are almost completely encrusted with jagged 
rocks ranging in size from one that would shelter a single sharp-
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shooter to others which would cover half a dozen. Here and there 
a scraggly misshapen oak would find soil enough to support life. 

All semblance of military formation disappeared as the Con
federate line started up the slope. Men fired their rifles from 
behind rocks and trees, reloaded, and stumbled on upward always 
in the face of a rain of musketry fire and salvos of grape and_ canister 
from the guns of the artillery on the crest. Time and again officers 
rallied their men to the attack and as often they were shot down 
and the line thrown back. Losses were staggering. More than 
twenty general officers were killed or wounded. Regiments fell 
to the command of lieutenants; companies to corporals. Union 
reinforcements continued to arrive while the Confederate losses 
multiplied higher and higher until the result became a matter of 
arithmetic. There just weren't enough men in grey to reform and 
carry on. 

The bulge was flattened out. The shaft of the fish-hook was now 
straight. The attack failed. The objectives upon which General 
Lee had counted so heavily were not realized. The second day's 
fighting ended in a draw. 

Longstreet set his losses at six thousand; Meade's at twelve to 
fourteen. Meade said nine and nine. Nobody knows. Totals 
seem fairly accurate. 

Stuart's barnstorming cavalry divisions returned to the fold 
late the afternoon of the second after a day's march that left men 
and animals sore, fagged and bedraggled. He had taken his 
troopers nearly to the defenses of Washington and had completely 
circled the Union Army. West of Washington he had captured a 
richly laden train of some two hundred wagons and had attached 
that train to his column which, of course, greatly retarded his own 
rate of march. For nearly a week he had been out of touch with 
General Lee's army. Crossing the Susquehanna near York he 
turned to the northwest looking for Confederate infantry. The 
natives would tell him nothing. Not until he reached Carlisle, 
scarcely more than ten miles from Harrisburg, did he learn that 
a battle was in progress at Gettysburg, and at Carlisle he was 
forced to destroy the wagon train, parole his prisoners and head 
his weary column back toward the army. 

Through the delays imposed upon Stuart's column which in 
turn kept from General Lee the military intelligence he needed 
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to plan the battle, that Yankee wagon train was probably one of 
the most valuable ever sent out over the roads from a Federal 
supply depot. "Jeb" had once more exercised to the fullest extent 
the discretionary powers accorded him by his chief. 

Night fell again. The tumult died. There was a full moon over 
Gettysburg. The dead were marshalled in pitiful rows on the 
ground where they had fought to answer for the last time the call 
for military formation. Stretcher bearers groped their painful 
way over no-man's-land. Color of uniform lost its significance. 
Men in blue were cared for behind Confederate lines. Union 
surgeons at their dressing stations worked hard to save South
erners. A dispatch bearer, under flag of truce, rode over to Sem
inary Ridge to say that General Longstreet, though desperately 
wounded, was being given the best of care and " Old Pete" laughed 
for the first time in two days. 

Thousands, unwounded, dropped where they stood and slept. 
All night long the sound of picks and shovels was heard from the 

direction of the fish-hook. 

IV 

Brilliant maneuvering of battle units over the chessboard at 
Gettysburg for military students to gloat over is almost totally 
lacking. The moves employed are as old as war itself. They were 
old when Hannibal used them in the Punic wars: attack at the 
flanks followed by attack at the center. It is, however, probable 
that General Lee believed that Meade must have thinned the 
center of his line. Certainly such reasoning would have imple
mented the decision which led to the grand assault next day. 

Ewell was once more directed to resume his attack on the Union 
right at Culp's and Cemetery Hills. Longstreet, after an intensive 
artillery preparation, was again to deliver the knockout with a 
grand smash at the middle. Powell Hill was to stand by and hold 
his divisions in readiness to exploit the break-through while Stuart's 
cavalry would envelop the shattered blue infantry and render 
effective retreat impossible. 

Forty-seven regim~nts were told off to "Old Pete" to carry out 
this sledge-hammer assault. Some of the units of his corps had 
been pretty badly used up in the battle of the day before so a 
number of brigades from the Third Corps were placed under his 
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command for the task at hand. Of a total attacking force of fifteen 
thousand, over a third of that number had never fought under 
Longstreet and the staffs had little time to get together. As events 
were to pr_ove, Hill's brigades were not properly briefed, each corps 
commander having left that duty for the other to perform. All 
in all, one wonders if General Lee did not have some misgivings 
in sending so hastily improvised a task force on so terribly important 
a m1ss10 n. 

To long-haired Major General George E. Pickett, C.S.A., grad
uate of the Military Academy with the Class of '46, commander 
of the Second Division of the First Corps, was accorded the honor 
of leading the assault. . 

Pickett's eleven brigades rested during the morning on the 
reverse slopes of Seminary Ridge out of sight of the field they 
would so soon make world famous. Those brigades, deployed -in 
line of regiments covered a mile and a quarter of the five- or six
mile front. As the march across the valley progressed, the line 
was to converge and thicken so that it would hit the enemy on 
about a half a mile of front, and this in spite of the almost universal 
experience that converging units, in an attack, are defeated one 
by one and generally fail. The direction was fixed on a small 
clump of trees just inside the Union lines and about fifteen hundred 
yards distant. 

Because of the ground out in front of the Round Tops taken 
and held the day before, the right flank of Pickett's attacking 
force was thought to be amply protected. In that connection, 
however, it is important to mention a brigade of Vermonters, from 
the I Corps, under Stannard, that had not been driven in when the 
bulge was flattened. Doubleday says he sent Stannard out there 
on the day before and that the brigade did good work, belying 
its nickname "the paper-collar brigade." Doubleday was relieved 
by Newton and no one seems to have sent for Stannard so he 
stayed there on his own as though curious to see if something 
wouldn't happen as, indeed, something did. Just why the Con
federate scouts did not spot him and report his position is now diffi
cult to understand. 

The left of the attacking force was to have been shielded by a 
rather complex echelon movement intended to stagger several 
of Hill's brigades along the flank as it advanced, but the tactical 
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details of that maneuver was one of the items overlooked in the 
briefing. 

In front of Pickett's attack force, on the crest of Seminary Ridge 
and partly concealed by trees, Longstreet massed his own and 
Hill's corps artillery of some one hundred and fifteen guns under 
direct command of Colonel E. P. Alexander who was, perhaps, 
the number one artillerist in either army. The guns were all 
shapes and sizes from a battery of breech-loading Whitworth 
rifles, recently bought from the British and smuggled through the 
blockade, to short squat muzzle loading howitzers with a liberal 
sprinkling of United States artillery type guns captured at different 
times from the "Yanks." 

It was hoped that the fire from those guns would blanket the 
enemy batteries on Cemetery Ridge and shake and demoralize 
his infantry. Some of the most mobile and effective batteries 
were to follow Pickett through the breech he was to open in the 
Union lines and thereafter scatter chaos and confusion among the 
disorganized enemy units. 

The ground over which Pickett was to attack is gently rolling 
farm land, cross-hatched here and there with ploughing and inter
sected by stone walls and Virginia rail fence. The Emmitsburg 
pike runs diagonally from southeast to northwest and formed a 
natural partial objective. One could walk from Seminary to 
Cemetery Ridge in about twenty minutes. Strangely enough, no 
one appears to have kept and recorded the time that events took 
place after the artillery opened its bombardment. 

Again General Lee planned to launch his attack during the 
morning hours, but which morning hour it is now difficult to deter
mine. ·writing a few years after the war, he said, "On the second 
I ordered Longstreet to attack in the morning." Since the result 
of the second day's fighting was not known until very late after
noon, that order must have been given during the evening. But 
just when and where it was given and its purport, I have never 
been able to learn. Again, it seems evident that General Lee did 
not commit his order to writing and again the timing appears to 
have been left to chance. Again, as before the attack of the second 
day, Lee and Longstreet discussed the situation and again Long
street did not concur with the plans of his chief. Of the discussion 
of the morning of the third, Longstreet quotes himself as saying, 
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"No 15,000 men ever arrayed for battle could take that position," 
and Lee, if not angered, was thoroughly determined when he 
replied, "The enemy is over there [pointing to Cemetery Ridge] 
I am going to strike him." 

The decision to rest Hood's division and use in its place the 
brigades of Heth's division of the Third Corps appears to have 
been hurriedly arrived at, for no investigation was made to deter
mine if Heth's brigades were in shape to fight after their battle 
of the first day. Events proved that they were not. Dr. Freeman 
believes that this was the most costly mistake of the Confederate 
high command at Gettysburg. Few, I think, would agree with 
that. Some writers have gone so far as to suggest that the Army 
of Northern Virginia was without a commander during the morn
ing of July 3, 1863. Colonel Blackford, an engineer officer on Lee's 
staff that day, writing thirty years after, says that General Lee 
was in great physical distress; but if that is true the fact has escaped 
all other official and personal narratives I have read. 

And what of General Meade's plan of battle? Meade held, as 
usual, a council of war with Hancock, Slocum, Sedgwick, and the 
corps commanders present. At that meeting, it was unanimously 
voted to stand and fight. There is little doubt that Meade was 
displeased and although he acquiesced in the decision, he is quoted 
by Doubleday as saying angrily, "Have it your own way, gentle
men, but Gettysburg is no place to fight a battle in." He caused 
an order for retreat to be drawn up, which procedure was unques
tionably right and proper, for it is the duty of a general to be 
prepared for any emergency. But his thinking ran along the line 
that it would be better to retreat with what he had than run the 
risk of losing all. Hancock at that meeting expressed his convic
tion in no uncertain terms that the time was at hand to stand and 
fight. 

After the meeting with Longstreet, Lee rode back to his head
quarters on a wooded knoll south of the Seminary and began to 
sweep the field with his glasses for signs of action on the part of 
the First Corps. That he was anxious and uneasy in his mind 
became increasingly evident. Soon, he was heard to say by mem
bers of his staff clustered about him, "Where is General Long
street? Why is General Longstreet so slow?" 

Longstreet was slow. He must have been exasperatingly slow. 
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He may even have sulked. In his memoirs he says, referring to 
General Lee, "He should have placed an officer in charge who 
had more confidence in his plans." Perhaps it is only fair to say 
of "Old Pete" that in opposing Lee's plans before they were put 
in operation, he showed a greater moral courage and honesty than 
did those who opposed them afterward. 

It was noon before Pickett's brigades were drawn up in line 
behind the artillery. It was seven minutes after one when two 
guns were fired in quick succession, which was the prearranged 
signal for all batteries to open and compress their fire into that 
short section of Meade's lines near the clump of trees on Cemetery 
Ridge. 

In a matter of minutes, the field was shrouded with low-hanging 
clouds of white smoke flecked, here and there, with the black of 
bursting shells and stabbed with deep red tongues of flame from 
the throats of the cannon. The uproar was terrific. The hills 
echoed and re-echoed each salvo until the air seemed to vibrate. 
Staff officers levelled their glasses on the enemy lines in an effort 
to sense the effect of the fire. 

Here, for the first time on this continent, an artillery duel of 
first magnitude was unfolding. 

General Hunt, chief of Meade's artillery, had a slight advantage 
over the Confederates in number of guns and weight of metal 
thrown; but Hunt did not know until the barrage opened where 
Lee's attack would focus and had, therefore, to be ready to help 
in repelling an attack anywhere along the line. The Union bat
teries were prompt with their counterbarrage fire and were soon 
searching out with their shells the ground behind Alexander's 
guns for the grey infantry they now knew must be there waiting 
for the order to advance. 

Hunt had about eighty guns on Cemetery Ridge and he handled 
them very shrewdly, never showing the full strength of his force . 
Time and again when the enemy fire got too hot, he moved his 
b~tteries to places of greater safety instructing them to be ready 
to return to the line at a moment's notice. Also, he was canny in 
the use of ammunition, sensing, no doubt, that he would soon 
have better targets. All in all he appears to have had Confederate 
staff officers guessing. They thought their fire had smothered his 
batteries and had put most of his guns out of action. 
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Longstreet scrawled a memorandum to Alexander cautioning 
the artilleryman to note carefully the effect of the fire adding "if 
the fire does not have the effect to drive off the enemy or greatly 
demoralize him so as to make our efforts pretty certain, I would 
prefer you not to advise General Pickett to make the charge." 
Did "Old Pete" really entertain the idea of shifting to the shoulders 
of an artillery colonel his own responsibility for carrying out an 
order of his -general-in-chief? It is difficult to escape that convic
tion. Alexander, splendid officer and gentleman that he was, 
professed to have missed the implication and with a nai've loyalty 
said he supposed the high command had an alternate plan which 
had not been communicated to him, but, he warned, "There is 
only enough ammunition to carry out a single artillery preparation 
and the attack, as planned, can only be successful at a very bloody 
cost." This of course forced ~ongstreet to disclaim the existence 
of a switch plan and he told Alexander to notify Pickett when 
the artillery fire was "such as to warrant us in making the attack." 

A number of batteries reported that their caissons were running 
low. Had anyone checked the reserve supplies of ammunition? 
Apparently nobody had. 

A dispatch bearer rode up to Pickett, dismounted, saluted, and 
handed the General a small piece of paper. Alexander thought his 
fire was at its best but noted that eighteen guns were still firing 
from the Cemetery itself. Pickett turned to Longstreet with the 
question, "Shall I advance, Sir?" Longstreet afterward said that 
all efforts to speak failed and that he could only reply with an 
affirmative nod. Pickett rode off gaily to his command, accepting 
the duty with seeming confidence of success. He passed the word 
to his brigadiers and the orders went on down to regiments, bat
talions, and companies and the assault was on. 

Coming out of the woods, the attack force deployed in line of 
regiments, nineteen battle flags flying. Field officers mounted 
and out in front of their commands with sabres drawn made the 
show a pretty one, but it was not done so much because it was 
pretty as because, with the weapons of those days, that formation 
seemed to give to infantry the greatest concentration of fire and 
bayonet power. 

Brigades immediately on the right and left formed on the brigade 
of direction; aimed themselves at the clump of trees and started 
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with steady steps down the slope. Alexander raised his guns to 
clear the heads of the attackers. Four or five batteries that still 
had a supply of ammunition limbered up to follow the infantry 
and support the attack with short-range fire. 

"Old Pete" advanced with the column for a few hundred yards 
where he perched himself on a rail fence and took the last salutes. 

The guns on Cemetery immediately depressed their muzzles 
to play on the advancing grey line, using first solid shot, then 
shells, and finally canisters. The batteries on Culp's and the 
Round Tops seized a fleeting moment to cross their fire along the 
front of the moving target. Holes were broken in the line which 
for a short time were filled with the automatic precision of dis
ciplined veterans, but soon the holes became too big and too many 
and the line became ragged and torn. Stannard's brigade found 
itself on ground tactically and strategically the most advantageous 
of the whole battlefield. As Pickett reached the Emmitsburg 
pike, the Vermonters were lined up squarely on his right flank 
so that their fire raked the whole length of his front. Stannard's 
was the line that crossed the Confederate "T". 

At the road the attackers paused just long enough to send a 
volley crashing into the faces of the defenders, then resumed the 
advance. The leading brigades changed direction slightly, due 
probably to Stannard's withering fire and the difference in distance 
each had to cover in carrying out the maneuver of convergence. 
The change in direction opened up a gap and into that gap swarmed 
a mob of men in blue. A sizable unit of Union infantry moved 
out front to attack the opposite flank. Then it was hand to hand 
with the bayonet and with clubbed muskets. Brigade formations 
bad broken at the fences and melted into regiments. Regiments 
now melted into companies. Garnett was killed. Armistead was 
killed. Kemper and Pettegrew were desperately wounded. In 
all that attack force of fifteen thousand men just one field officer 
came through unharmed. 

The advance slowed. The Union line bent back but only for 
a moment was it broken and in breaking the line the attackers 
broke themselves. The forward movement faltered, stalled, and 
stopped. The survivors, bravest of the brave, turned slowly west
ward in a retreat that would end twenty months later at a cross
roads in Virginia called Appomattox. 
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Scattered groups of men, and men entirely alone, broken and 
bewildered, moving slowly toward Seminary Ridge, met the bri
gades of Wilcox and Lang marching to the support of a spearhead 
that no longer existed. 

Lee, with sorrow in his heart that never left as long as he lived, 
rode out to meet his battered battalions and said to those who 
could summon strength to cheer him, "It was all my fault. I 
thought my men were invincible." Pickett, surveying the ragged 
remnants of his division said to those about him, "That old man 
ordered my men to massacre." "Old Pete," practical realist, sent 
his staff scurrying with orders to prepare for counterattack. A 
counterattack so confidently expected. A counterattack which 
was never ordered. A counterattack which could never have been 
repulsed. 

Night came again. The moon was dim in the sky. It was going 
to rain. Wagon after wagon, gun after gun, company after com
pany moved southward into the darkness over roads they never 
followed again; moved away from a battlefield where they had been 
overwhelmed by defeat and disaster without opposition on the 
part of a victorious Union commander. 

V 

It is a fact worth noting that most men who study the events 
of Gettysburg are moved by strong desire to find the scapegoat 
and tether him in the limelight of criticism. The name most fre
quently cast for that role is James Longstreet, Lieutenant General, 
C.S.A. Among other things, Longstreet seems to have been too 
quick and too willing in burying the intersectional hatchet after 
the cessation of hostilities. Time and again his book "From 
Manassas to Appomattox" is seized upon and torn to shreds by 
men who seem never to remember that General Lee kept Long
street as his second in command until the Army of Northern 
Virginia laid down its arms in surrender nearly two years after 
Gettysburg. It is not possible to paint the picture of Longstreet 
all white or all black without falsification. 

Ewell once said, with engaging frankness, "We had to make a 
dozen blunders in order to lose Gettysburg and I made a lot of 
them." Ewell had a lot to answer for and knew it. Stuart, in 
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the few months that remained to him after Gettysburg, kept up 
a ceaseless argument in defense of his week of military melodrama 
just prior to the battle, but his arguments, it seems to me, abound 
with superficial and fallacious reasoning. Why so few of the critics 
have singled out the up-stage cavalryman for their barbs is not 
easy to follow, for, splendid leader that he was, the cavalry corps 
at Gettysburg was a muted instrument in the concert of action 
directed by Robert E. Lee. 

For obvious reasons, it would be unfair to rate capacity for com
mand by the results of the first day. That was more or less a brawl 
where, on the Union side at least, command was tossed from man 
to man so often that it is almost accurate to say that the first day 
was a fight of individual units entirely without coordinating leader
ship. Much credit must, however, go to Union corps commanders 
for sensing so unerringly the strategic value of the fish-hook posi
tions, and that credit is, to the same extent, a charge against the 
military perception of t he Confederate lieutenant generals if not, 
indeed, to that of their general-in-chief. "Old Pete" was the only 
high-ranking Confederate officer to voice his doubt and apprehen
sion in the face of Lee's plan to pry Meade loose from his hilltops. 

If indeed it is trite to quote the First Napoleon when he said, 
"In war men are nothing. Man is everything," that statement 
is tragically applicable to the Army of The Potomac throughout 
the first two and one-half years of its existence. Over and over 
again that army fought valiantly, only to lose through second-rate 
leadership. General Sherman's statement that the Union army 
did not begin to function "professionally" until the middle of the 
third year of the war can pretty well be taken at face value. 

That General Meade was a good corps commander, none would 
deny. That he had good corps commanders under him at Gettys
burg all would affirm. That he exhibited talent of a high order in 
a very trying situation from the time he took over from Hooker 
on the night of June 29 until midafternoon of July 3 would pass 
unquestioned. However, when he failed, after a brilliant victory, 
to order an all-out counterattack which might, even then and 
there have won the war, he displayed a lack of intestinal stamina 
always so conspicuously present in highest military genius. 

Historians from both sides of the Mason and Dixon line are apt 
to close their accounts with mention of a council of war at which 
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Meade's corps commanders voted unanimously not to assume 
immediate offensive action. The records, if I read them aright, 
would indicate that that debate was held several hours before 
fifteen thousand of Lee's veterans had been decimated and dis
astrously defeated. One wonders that it was held at all. Some 
writers point, too, to the fact that Lee did not counterattack after 
Burnside had been so disastrously repulsed at Fredericksburg. 
But aside from that point, from the perspective of eighty years, it 
is difficult to escape the conviction that General Meade was stopped 
by his own inherent limitations. He just didn't know what to do 
with a victory and was satisfied with half a loaf. 

If the Army of Northern Virginia suffered at Gettysburg, through 
overconfidence, that loss was cancelled out by irresolution on the 
part of its opponent. 

The day after Gettysburg, a Confederate general from Phila
delphia in Pennsylvania, surrendered the control of the Mississippi 
River to a man named Grant. 

Four months later a President came to Gettysburg to make a 
speech, little known but long remembered. 
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF NORTON COMPANY 

BY ALDUS C. HIGGINS, Chairman, Board of Directors 

The history of the Norton Company covers a period of sixty 
years; a period of remarkable industrial development, of scientific 
discoveries, and of unusual inventions. 

The Norton grinding wheel, which is the chief product of the 
Norton Company, started in a small pottery down on Water Street 
in this city. I remember when I was a little boy of 10 or 12 years 
of age that my father took me occasionally with his horse and buggy 
to this pottery and I saw men making stoneware jugs and crocks 
on the old-fashioned potter's wheel, revolved by kicking a disk 
connected with the revolving table and shaped by skilled manipula
tion. My father, however, was interested in the experiments that 
they were carrying on to produce an artificial grinding wheel. 

Milton P . Higgins, one of 12 children, raised on a farm in Maine, 
learned the machinist trade at the Amoskeag Manufacturing Com
pany in Manchester, New Hampshire, and worked his way through 
Dartmouth College. Upon graduation in 1868, he was offered 
the position of superintendent of the Washburn Shops of the 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute. It was a machine shop in which 
the boys were trained but it was run as a commercial shop engaged 
in making useful machinery. He kept in close touch with all the 
early manufacturers in Worcester and so be found out about the 
experimental work that Mr. Norton and Mr. J eppson were carry
ing on in the making of a vitrified grinding wheel. 

The grinding wheel of those early days was the ordinary grind
stone, a natural sandstone. There were, however, a few wheels 
made by bonding emery grains with glue and silicate of soda. 

One day Mr. Jeppson and Mr. Pulson, two Swedish potters 
employed by Mr. Norton, had a bet that they could mix the emery 
grains with clay, burn it in a kiln as they did their stoneware and 
make a satisfactory grinding wheel. I believe that bet was a can 
of beer and I am not quite sure who won it, but they were encour
aged by their first trials, and they persevered. Mr. J eppson took 
the trial wheels out under his arm to various machine tool shops 
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in Worcester, among others the Washburn Shops, and in that 
way my father became interested in it. 

It developed quite rapidly, the demand grew, and in 1885 Mr. 
Norton concluded that he would like to sell the rights and know
how and the Norton Emery Wheel Company was founded . The 
new company acquired the patent rights and engaged some of the 
men who knew something about the formulas and operations of 
kilns, etc. The directors and owners were Milton P. Higgins, 
Professor George I. Alden, who was professor of Mechanical Engi
neering at Tech; Charles L. Allen, who was Mr. Norton's book
keeper; John Jeppson, superintendent; F. H. Daniels, the plants 
engineer of the Washburn-Moen Company; H. A. Young, also of 
Washburn-Moen, and W. L. Messer, who was the single salesman 
of the emery wheel part of the company. These men got together, 
either from their own savings or by borrowing, the sum of $20,000 
which was the paid-in capital when the company started. This 
was the only new capital ever invested in the company, other 
additions to capital being made from earnings. They built a small 
wooden building and two kilns at Barbers Crossing in 1885. That 
was the start of the Norton Company just sixty years ago. 

Within a few years the company was looking for a better abra
sive than emery and this was found in natural corundum which 
was found in small quantities in various parts of the United States. 
This was afterwards supplemented by corundum from India, which 
was used to make the now famous India Oilstone. Later Canadian 
and South African corundum was used. 

In those early days, grinding was not a mass production process. 
At first grinding wheels were used for sharpening tools, then for 
snagging castings, and finally for precision work; but the precision 
was not what we understand as precision today which deals in 
fractions of a thousandths of an inch or in microns-it was more 
of a polishing operation. Brown and Sharpe were probably the 
leaders in making the grinding machines of that day and as the 
Norton Company furnished the wheels, they learned a good deal 
about grinding and grinding machines. 

At that time, Charles H. Norton, who was no relation to F. B. 
Norton, was a machine designer with Brown and Sharpe and he 
conceived the idea that grinding could be used instead of the lathe 
as an actual production method for removing metal as well as 
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finishing with great accuracy. He had designed such a machine 
and submitted it to Brown and Sharpe. It was so much heavier 
and so much more expensive because of the unusual accuracy 
required in its manufacture and necessitated such high speed in 
its grinding wheel that Brown and Sharpe were not ready to under
take its manufacture and sale. Mr. Norton came to Worcester 
and offered it to my father and Mr. Jeppson. They became inter
ested and so the manufacture of Norton grinding machines was 
started in 1900. 

At about the same time, corundum was getting very scarce. 
Carborundum had been patented and was making rapid progress 
in the grinding wheel field. One day my father saw on Mr .. Allen's 
desk a piece of mineral and asked him what it was. He said it 
was sent in by someone who claimed to have made it in an electric 
furnace. We had analyzed it and found it to be almost pure corun
dum. My father took the man's name and address and the follow
ing day took the train to Ampere, New Jersey, where the material 
had been made experimentally. He found that a day or two pre
viously the patent rights for the aluminous abrasive, now called 
Alundum, had been sold by Mr. Jacobs, its inventor, to Stone and 
Webster of Boston. My father immediately took the train from 
Ampere to Boston and began negotiations which concluded with 
Norton Company obtaining exclusive licenses for this important 
abrasive. 

At that time I was a practicing patent lawyer in Worcester. 
After my graduation at the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, I 
became an assistant examiner in the United States Patent Office, 
took up the study of law in one of the evening law schools in Wash
ington and after four years was admitted to the bar in Worcester 
and opened an office. My most important client was the Norton 
Company and the most important patent application I had to 
work on was the patent on the new abrasive Alundum. I assisted 
in the development of this process at the Rumford Falls, Maine, 
plant managed by Stone and Webster, and became so absorbed 
in the matter that I gave up my law practice and moved to Ni;gara 
Falls where the Norton Company erected an electric furnace plant 
of which I became manager. 

Alundum is made by melting calcined bauxite, a kind of clay, 
which is 85 per cent aluminous oxide, and reducing the impurities 
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therein consisting of 15 per cent of silica, iron, and tatania, leaving 
crystal aluminum oxide of a purity of 95 per cent upwards. The 
proper reduction of the impurities in the bauxite required exact 
chemical analyses and the introduction in the molten bath of 
reducing agents in the correct proportions. The bauxite was 
melted in an electric arc furnace at about 3800° F. The furnace 
was lined with large carbon blocks. This carbon lining and the 
labor of setting it up was one of the most expensive items in the 
manufacture of Alundum. Frequently the molten bath would 
seep through the carbon blocks and the steel shell would get red 
hot. We were accustomed to keep a hose handy and play it upon 
the heated spot which would chill the molten material. I hap
pened to notice that wherever we turned the hose on the shell, it 
never got hot there again and it occurred to me that it might be 
possible to play a stream of water continuously on the shell and 
do away with the lining. I designed a cone shaped shell with a 
water pipe around the top, directing a continuous stream of water 
over the outside of the shell but I could get no furnace operator 
to try the experiment because several men had been killed by 
operating in another plant a water-cooled furnace in which the 
water was circulated in pipes. When the hot molten material 
struck the pipes, they exploded. The superintendent and I were 
convinced that our furnace could not explode as the water was 
not confined and so he and I ran the first experiments which were 
entirely successful. It seems that when the molten mass of bauxite 
becomes chilled, it forms a lining. It takes a considerably higher 
temperature to melt the chilled material than it takes to melt the 
original bauxite. This simple furnace practically cut the cost 
of Alundum in two. The invention was recognized by the Franklin 
Institute by the presentation of the Scott Medal. 

Charles Norton's grinding machine, in the early 1900's, was 
coming into demand in mass production in the automobile industry 
and was the first automatic grinding machine for crankshafts 
and camshafts. Shortly after this invention, another important 
development took place in the production of Alundum abrasive 
of exceedingly high purity. This was made by melting pure 
alumina produced from bauxite by a chemical process which 
pure alumina was then coming into extensive use in the produc
tion of aluminum. The melting of this makes a white abrasive 
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of extremely high purity and definite crystallization and is very 
efficient in tool, glass, and other wheels. 

Shortly after this we began the manufacture of h'tgh-grade 
refractory products made originally from this white Alundum. 
They were very much superior for laboratory and other high
grade uses. 

Another step which followed shortly was the precision grinding 
machine for shaping and sizing work in one straight-in-cut opera
tion. Before the invention of carboloy and other high-speed alloy 
steels, the grinding wheel actually was used for removing stock 
from the rough crankshaft as well as finishing to extreme accuracy. 
Very early in the use of the grinding machine, a cubic inch of metal 
could be removed in a minute and that has been increased until 
there are several operations in which four times that amount or 
more can be removed. 

In 1921 the Norton pulpstone was proved successful in grinding 
wood into pulp for newsprint. This had been accomplished before 
by the use of natural sandstone and although we had conducted 
much experimental work, both with large solid wheels and also 
with segmental wheels, it was not until George N. Jeppson and 
the engineers under him developed a segmental wheel which suc
cessfully held the segments that this very difficult job was solved. 
These wheels are 54 inches to 67 inches in diameter and 27 inches 
to 54 inches in width. They have reduced the cost of making wood
pulp very considerably. We still retain almost a monopoly in this 
line because of the superior construction of our pulpstone. 

Next came the invention of diffuser plates for modern sewerage 
disposal plants. We have furnished thousands of these for almost 
all the big municipal sewerage disposal plants in this country. 
This was a development of our Research Laboratories. During 
this period up to 1929, our Research Laboratories had made many 
improvements in bonding grinding wheels, but in 1929 a more 
dependable type of bond for grinding wheels was developed and 
has been in use ever since. 

In 1930 we began our experiments in the manufacture of diamond 
grinding wheels which resulted in our making some very successful 
wheels, using crushed bort. The demand for these came largely 
from manufacturers who were using carboloy and other high-speed 
steel tools which were very difficult to grind with any other abra-
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sive. Carbide of silicon was used, but it was found that the dia
mond wheel bonded either by a resinoid bond or a metal bond was 
very much more efficient in spite of the high cost of diamonds. 
During the war they were used for glass and optical work and in 
cutting quartz slabs for radio equipment and in several other 
special lines. The difference in hardness between the diamond 
and Crystolon or Alundum is very great. The scale of hardness 
on which the diamond is 10 does not have even steps from one 
substance to another. The gap between Alundum and Crystolon 
and the diamond is very considerable. We have also developed a 
vitrified diamond wheel. This wheel cannot be burned in the 
ordinary kiln, it must be burned in a non-oxidizing atmosphere 
and the Norton Company has developed a patented process for this. 

About this time our La1;>0ratories, which had been making a 
very serious study of the structure of the grinding wheel, developed 
what we know as controlled structure in grinding wheels. The 
grinding wheel consists of abrasive, bond, and pores. Previously 
we had been exact in getting the right amount of abrasive and 
bond for the different grades but our investigation showed that 
the percentage of pores varied greatly and grinding action differed 
with the variance of pores. We developed a process whereby we 
could control the pores and this controlled structure made grinding 
more of a science than an art. 

Another interesting development about this time was the so
called conjugate grinding machine for grinding all the cams of a 
camshaft at one time. I am afraid I cannot, in a few words, explain 
the principle of this but it was done by a row of grinding wheels 
which were cam shaped to follow the surfaces of the steel cams and 
as they revolved, each wheel ground its separate cam on a single 
shaft all at the same time. We believe that there is quite a future 
for this machine not only in grinding camshafts all at the same 
time but the various pin bearings of a crankshaft at the same time. 
There are some further developments in this machine to be made 
which the war prevented our carrying out in a successful com
mercial machine. 

In 1934 our Niagara Falls Laboratory, through our eminent 
electrochemical scientist, Mr. Ridgway, made boron carbide which 
is the hardest material ever produced by man and harder than 
any natural material except the diamond. 
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Nor bide is made by taking borax, which comes from Death 
Valley, and converting it to a glassy oxide, mixing it with the 
highest grade petroleum coke, and heating it in the electric furnace 
at 5000° F. While Norbide, Norton trade-mark for boron carbide, 
is very much harder than any other abrasive, it is not suitable 

· for use in grinding wheels. It does not have the crystalline char
acter with sharp cutting edges that aluminum oxide or silicon 
carbide grain bas but when pulverized and formed in carbon molds, 
in electric furnaces under great pressure, the powder becomes 
self-bonding and can be molded into shapes. Such shapes are 
adapted to gages, nozzles, dies, etc. 

Norton gages are so bard that they have to be finished by dia
mond wheels and diamond lapping powder but they outwear con
ventional type measuring gages hundreds, even thousands, of 
times. Norbide gages will not scratch, pick up lint, or become 
charged with particles of metal, and are lighter than aluminum. 

Tests made with plug gages on a production job proved that 
hardened tool steel gages wore out in four hours, chrome plated 
tool steel in eight hours, tungsten carbide in two weeks while Nor
bide plug gages showed less than ten millionths of an inch wear 
after five months, with no indication that they would wear out in 
another twelve months. In one particular concern, the average 
yearly cost of the tool steel gages was $15,600-of Norbide gages 
$100. 

For pressure blasting with sand, steel shot or abrasives, N orbide 
nozzles have replaced nozzles of steel and other alloys and are 
guaranteed for 750 hours with silica sand and 1500 hours with 
steel shot and they often exceed 2300 hours. It is also used exten
sively for machine lapping of cemented carbide tools and instead 
of diamond powder for use by lapidaries. A future use for Norbide 
is as an economical source of boron in tool steels and cast irons and 
as a deoxidizing agent to produce high conductivity in copper. 

Our research and development bas advanced a great deal during 
the war. Our Niagara Falls electric furnace laboratory bas taken 
an important part in the so-called Manhattan Project in the devel
opment of the atomic bomb. The only men in our organization 
who know exactly what we did are the bead of our Worcester Re
search Laboratories, Mr. Beecher, and the head of our Research 
Plant at Niagara Falls, Mr. Ridgway. We have several very 
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promising developments, both in abrasives, refractories and plastics, 
which we have not yet put into definite commercial production. 
Many developments in the past have seemed promising but have 
had to be laid aside for one reason or another. Those we are now 
gambling on seem to be very promising. 

Our average number of employees in the Worcester plant before 
the war was about 6,000; during the war peak was 10,500, and now 
is a little over 6,000. This does not include our branch warehouses 
and offices and sales force or our foreign plants. 

As for the foreign plants, the first plant was established in Ger
many in 1909; the next one in Canada in 1920 ; then in France in 
1920; the English plant was started in 1930; the Italian plant 
in 1935; and the Australian plant in 1939. These plants all operated 
during the war, but the German, French, and Italian were operated 
under the direction of our enemies and run very inefficiently by 
natives. The English, Canadian, and Australian plants supplied 
grinding wheels which were absolutely necessary for the production 
of armaments. No satisfactory ball bearings, journal bearings, or 
any of the complicated machines used during the war would have 
been possible without grinding machines and abrasives. One of 
the greatest uses for grinding machines and grinding wheels was 
making airplane engines, turbines, and engines for the Navy. 
While the German, Italian, and French plants are still in existence, 
they are almost idle because of lack of industrial activity and for 
lack of coal. 

In 1931 we acquired the Behr-Manning Corporation of 'froy, 
New York, the leading manufacturer of coated abrasives, sand
paper, and emery cloth. It has been a very successful subsidiary 
of Norton Company. 

I have attempted only very briefly to cover the commercial 
history of this company. I have spoken of only a few of the people 
who have made it successful, but it could not have been successful 
had it not been for the wonderful force of skilled and loyal workers 
who have made Norton Company what it is. This company was 
started by men who worked with their hands, who learned their 
trades and who climbed the ladder the hard way. The original 
force of some 50 to 100 men, both management and workers, during 
the first few years knew each other personally. They sat down 
each year to a turkey dinner at Christmas and marched through 
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the shop, decorated with greens, behind their own band. That 
spirit has been kept alive . It is one of the traditions of the Norton 
Company. It is no idle cliche to refer to the "Norton Family" 
or to the "Norton Spirit." It is something real and effective. We 
believe in individual responsibility and individual consideration. 
We like to consider individual needs and individual welfare. While 
we do not propose to be crusaders for our way of doing business or 
to be critical of other ways, yet for the conditions that exist with 
us and in accordance with the experience that we have had in 
running this business for a half century, we believe that the Norton 
Family is happier and more prosperous under the good old Ameri
can way than by any other. 
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